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DESIRE is a FP7 project that will develop and apply an optimal set of indicators to monitor European progress towards resource-efficiency. The project runs from September
2012 to February 2016.We propose a combination of time series of environmentally extended input output data (EE IO) and the DPSIR framework to construct the indicator
set. Only this approach will use a single data set that allows for consistent construction of
resource efficiency indicators capturing the EU, country, sector and product group level,
and the production and consumption perspective including impacts outside the EU. The
project will:
•
•

•

Improve data availability, particularly by creating EE IO time series and now-casted
data
Improve calculation methods for indicators that currently still lack scientific robustness, most notably in the field of biodiversity/ecosystem services and critical materials. We further will develop novel reference indicators for economic success.
Explicitly address the problem of indicator proliferation and limits in available data
that have a ‘statistical stamp’. Via scientific analysis we will select the smallest set of
indicators giving mutually independent information, and show which shortcuts in
(statistical) data inventory can be made without significant loss of quality.

The project comprises further Interactive policy analysis, indicator concept development
via ‘brokerage’ activities, Management, and Conclusions and implementation including a
hand over of data and indicators to the EU’s Group of Four of EEA, Eurostat, DG ENV and
DG JRC.
Partners are:
1. The Netherlands Organisation for Applied Scientific Research (TNO), Delft, Netherlands
2. Wuppertal Institute (WI), Wuppertal, Germany
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Executive summary
This report provides an introduction to policy and research at the intersection of the discourses about new indicators for resource efficiency and quality of life. The common understanding of resource efficiency refers to maximizing produced value, while minimizing
pressures and impacts associated with resource use. Thus, the established resource efficiency indicator puts consumption of natural resources (DMC) in relation to the monetary
value of all produced goods and services (GDP). Even though, this ratio indicates certain
aspects of resource efficiency, it also has important limitations, which can result in misleading conclusions. This initial report of the DESIRE Work Package 8 builds on the conceptualization of resource efficiency outlined in the DESIRE Deliverable 4.2 and presents
a review of the supply of and demand for alternatives to GDP as numerator of the established resource efficiency ratio.
The quantification of the various dimensions of resource efficiency (pressures, impacts
and produced value) is a central challenge both for policy and science. One could argue
that measuring resource efficiency has always been about the relation between resource
use and economic production. Indeed, GDP is well suited to provide information on
changes in economic activity of a country. However, in the pursuit for a more sustainable, fair and resilient society, GDP cannot sufficiently capture production aspects, that
contribute to quality of life.
As a result of the limitations of GDP to reflect societal progress, several attempts have
been made to define what should be accounted for and how. There are different interpretations of what should be measured, e.g. economic income, economic welfare, social welfare and quality of life (well-being); this study has made a distinction between these notions. They represent different aspects describing benefits and outcomes of the socioeconomic metabolism. In contrast to established economic measures, welfare describes not
only pure monetary gains obtained in the production activities, but includes also other
activities that are conventionally not covered in GDP such as volunteering and domestic
household work, childcare, or externalities. Quality of life or well-being is an even broader concept, which describes not only economic and social welfare, but also the subjective
perception of well-being.
The desktop research related to the supply side showed a great variety of indicators that
have emerged in response to the limitations of GDP, ranging from indices, composite
indicators and sets of indicators. In line with previous studies, this report proposes three
approaches for deriving alternative welfare indicators:
• correcting GDP,
• replacing GDP and
• complementing GDP.
Four major indicators correcting GDP (Adjusted Net Savings, Genuine Progress Indicator,
Index of Economic Well-Being and Inclusive Wealth Index) add different types of monetary adjustments to GDP, such as costs of environmental degradation or social inequality.
In the group of indicators replacing GDP, seven indices have been identified as having a
direct link to quality of life and well-being in general with data available for most EU
Member States. These indices are Happy Planet Index, Happy Life Years, Human Devel-
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opment Index, Better Life Index, Sustainable Society Index, Legatum Prosperity Index
and GLOBECO Happiness Index. A clear characteristic of this type of indicators is the use
of non-monetary measures, such as life expectancy, environmental health, access to
housing, etc. Finally, the last group of indicators complement GDP by means of dashboards that describe different aspects of welfare without aggregating them into a single
index (e.g. UN Sustainable Development Indicators, EURLife).
The demand for beyond GDP indicators is, nonetheless, more complex. In fact, related
projects suggest that there is a demand for what could be called Beyond GDP policymaking, which is not yet well expressed in an actual demand for Beyond GDP indicators.
Considering recommendations of the Stiglitz report, FP7 BRAINPOoL and FP7 In-STREAM
projects, an important condition for an outcome indicator, also in the context of resource
efficiency, is that it should overcome the limitations of GDP, reflect the current economic
model and be directly reflect the use of economic instruments and tools.
As for the applicability of Beyond GDP indicators in the resource efficiency arena, the degree of causality between the use of natural resources and the indicators reviewed varies
widely. For instance, Indicators correcting GDP could be used in resource efficiency analysis as economic welfare indicators, only if methodological limitations can be overcome.
In addition, the causal link between many of the (corrected) economic sectors to the use
of natural resources is as weak as in the traditional GDP.
The degree of causality between the use of natural resources and the indicators replacing
and complementing GDP varies significantly from case to case. Their potential use to replace GDP in the resource efficiency ratio not only depends on this, but also on methodological aspects related to each indicator (e.g. weighting, underlying assumptions, etc.).
For the establishment of a clearer causal link between the numerator and the denominator in the resource efficiency formula, a meso-level assessment is needed that goes beyond GDP and identifies which aspects of quality of life are linked to natural resource use.
For this purpose, we have proposed a conceptual framework which goes beyond the input-output framework of DESIRE Deliverable 4.2 by relating economic production and
consumption activities on the one hand to pressures and impacts of natural resources
use, and on the other hand to the concept of Human Needs as developed by Max-Neef.
The operationalization of human needs provides an insightful idea of how an outcome
indicator on macro- and meso level should ideally represent the produced welfare of an
economy or a sector. The conceptual model will be further refined as basis for the upcoming tasks in WP8.
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Novel reference indicators –
Beyond GDP and value added

1.1 Objectives and scope of the DESIRE WP8
Resource efficiency is a broad concept for development within the boundaries of the
planet. It is closely related to perspectives of economic and human advancement, but
puts this in relation to the consumption of natural resources. The concept requires a set
of indicators, thresholds and targets that could provide a better orientation and guidelines towards concrete actions in obtaining policy goals, in other words: an understanding
where we stand and where we are heading to. Following this idea, the DESIRE WP8 focuses on an analytical Driver-Pressure-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR) framework described in the previous report D4.1 for resource efficiency indicators. Specifically, it explores alternatives to present novel reference indicators for resource efficiency beyond
GDP and value added with a focus on the European Union and its Member States.
The DESIRE project partners believe that for measuring resource efficiency a systematic
approach must be taken. Currently the headline indicator for resource efficiency adopted
by the Commission in the Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe (European Commission 2011) is equivalent to ‘resource productivity’, which is measured as the relation of
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to Domestic Material Consumption (DMC). Both the denominator of this formula (DMC) and the numerator (GDP) – are subject to reconsiderations and duly revision in this report. This WP8 aims at testing the option of replacing
GDP and value added with outcome indicators that better reflect human needs on macroand meso-levels or resource use. Further, this WP takes a step forward in linking the perspectives of efficiency and sufficiency of resource use. In this context, the key question
would be ‘how many resources are required to meet (basic) human needs?’ instead of
‘how many resources are required to achieve a certain level of economic welfare?'. By
looking at the indicators that would represent satisfaction of human needs we refer back
to the original sustainability discourse of the Brundtland Commission, which defines sustainable development as a "development which meets the needs of current generations
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (World
Commission on Environment and Development 1987).
The design of WP8 pursues five primary objectives:
1. to perform a review of existing frameworks and data availability for outcome indicators.
2. to develop a framework for outcome-oriented indicators at sector level.
3. to present a review of data availability for outcome-oriented indicators and calculations based on available data.
4. to perform a comparison of results using GDP and novel reference indicators.
5. to report on options to improve resource efficiency measurements.
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1.2 Structure of WP8
To fulfill the objectives set in the current WP8, the work is divided into four tasks:
Task 8.1 presents a review of the beyond GDP and related initiatives for outcome indicators and data availability for use of these indicators at the macro level. It considers and
addresses the shift in the policy discourse from quantifying development in terms of economic production towards measuring development in terms of economic and social welfare. In order to find the most suitable indicator for estimating resource efficiency, we
draw a theoretical analysis of available indicators and initiatives and refer to the previous
work done in this field.
•

First, we aim at analyzing the approaches for defining resource efficiency indicators based on the work done by the previous WP4, while focusing on the role of
the outcome (welfare) indicators in the calculation measurements.

•

Second, we offer an outline of the most important strengths and weaknesses of
the Commission’s current headline resource efficiency indicator and its constituent
elements emphasizing the implications of using GDP in calculations of resource efficiency.

•

Third, we concentrate on a review of the existing bulk of indicators that are being
currently brought to a debate as alternatives to GDP as a welfare indicator.
Therefore, we look at the existing approaches that have been already proposed in
different political, civil and scientific circles (supply-side) and, further, we consider
demand for the recommendations for a possible (ideal) indicator for replacing
GDP.

•

Finally, we aim at identifying links between resource use in the socio-industrial
metabolism and a concept of satisfaction of human needs. Based on the operationalization of basic human needs approach, this report looks at key indicators
for representing satisfaction of human needs, which can serve as a welfare indicators in the resource efficiency debate.

The literature review in this deliverable D8.1 will be brief in favor of developing a sound
conceptual basis for the following tasks 8.2-8.4, which will focus more specifically on development of meso-level indicators, data analysis and results of calculations and will be
presented in the deliverable D8.2.
Task 8.2 will identify potential outcome-oriented indicators for economic activities with a
focus on key sectors and populations. This task will elaborate on framework of describing
and measuring the outcome of economic activities at sector level and will address the
delivery of service to the population, and how the formation and development of buildup, manufactured, social and human capital can be tied to specific economic activities.
Task 8.3 will round up the first tasks with a review on the availability of data, selection
and calculations for outcome-oriented indicators at the sector level. It will provide an
opportunity to test a set of novel indicators.
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Ultimately, Task 8.4 will aim at calculation of novel reference indicators and draw conclusions. It will try to compare the differences of the current resource efficiency indicator to
the one that would result when using the alternative reference indicators. We will thus,
extract conclusions out of this exercise looking at how the relative performance of EU
Member States depends on reference indicators.
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Definitions and measurements

2.1 Definition of resource efficiency
Resource efficiency can be viewed through a spectrum of theoretical approaches, but in
general, it means using fewer resources, while producing more value in form of goods
and services. While resource efficiency is certainly not a new agenda item on different
levels of policy development, a popular and commonly used definition is still lacking
(EEA 2011).
In its Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe, the European Commission states that the
resource efficient development “allows the economy to create more with less, delivering
greater value with less input, using resources in a sustainable way and minimising their
impacts on the environment” (European Commission 2011a). This definition together
with other related concepts proposed by a number of intergovernmental and academic
sources (see Annex 1) goes beyond the use of resources and also emphasizes notions
of impacts und value. While one could argue that the ultimate objective of resource
efficiency policies is to foster the absolute decoupling of environmental impacts from increase in produced value (e.g. GDP), concerns about resource depletion and supply
shortages make necessary to address both the use of resources and the environmental
impacts these exert on humans and the environment and their relation to the generated
value. Whereas broad and narrow definitions of input (resources) and impact are addressed, among other things, in WP4 and WP7, this deliverable focuses on indicators of
the dimension of produced value (welfare) and well-being and how it is tied to the resource use and impacts.
The notion of welfare is subject to different perceptions, scientific and ethical judgments.
For example, most policy documents focus on efficient resource supply for economic production. This implies economic income and, broadly speaking, economic welfare by
relating resource use to the monetary flows expressed in economic input-output tables
(IOTs). Since the concept of economic welfare has been criticized for being too narrow,
new approaches such as subjective well-being, fair allocations and capability approach
have been developed to extend its scope by covering the so-called social welfare1.
Nonetheless, economic and social welfare also fail to cover all the implications of the
broader sustainability discourse, which considers improving quality of life and well-being
instead. In this line, Gjoksi and Sedlacko (2010) and Costanza et al. (2007) refer to
quality of life and well-being as the result of an objective component and a subjective
component. The objective one describes conditions, such as, for example, standard of
living, level of education and life expectancy (conditions of economic and social welfare),
while subjective well-being can be understood how individuals subjectively perceive these
conditions2.

!
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2.2 Resource efficiency in a harmonized measurement system
of ‘sustainable development’ or ‘progress’
The notion that welfare is subject to different perceptions, scientific and ethical judgments can also be found in the existence of various definitions of ‘sustainable development’ or ‘progress of society’ which all try to capture other types of ‘welfare’ than just
the economic perspective. The co-existence of different definitions of ‘progress in a broad
sense’ is confusing. Now, if one wants to consider resource efficiency in a broader discourse than measuring development in terms of economic production it is important to
merge policy processes which are currently running in parallel. Different policy domains
tend to define ‘progress’ differently. For instance, economic policy will define it in terms
of GDP, while environmental policy might define it in terms of decreased pollution. Without balancing different objectives of policy domains involved in a broader discourse of
‘progress’ (for instance, labor policy, economic policy, environmental policy, etc.) it is
very complicated to assess if we are moving towards well-being and genuine progress for
societies, both for current and future generations.
For this reason, the international statistical community now seems to converge towards a
harmonized measurement of ‘sustainable development’, with shared conceptions on how
to set-up Sustainable Development Indicators (SDIs). Smits and Hoekstra (2011), representing Statistics Netherlands, see some prospect that the measurement of ‘sustainable
development’ and ‘progress’ will converge towards a harmonized conceptual approach:
•
•
•
•

Most countries opt for a focus on a broad perspective of sustainable development, not just focusing on environmental issues;
Most statistical agencies refrain from working with composite indicators, but rather chose to chart sustainable development using a set of indicators;
The statistical community is hesitant about monetization (with the exception of some economic phenomena); and
Most institutes subscribe to the integrated view rather than the future oriented view.

The integrated view focuses on all three fundamental trade-offs as described in the
‘Brundtland report’ (Brundtland 1987) between “here and now”, “elsewhere”, and “later”.
The future oriented view is limited to the “later” question to what extend enough assets
(capital) is left for future generations. The integrated view is favored by national statistical institutes because it is easier to connect to broader debates such as “GDP and Beyond”, and “progress of Societies” (Smits and Hoekstra 2011).
From this integrated view it is clear that the well-being of present and future generations
crucially depends on how society uses its resources. These resources or assets will
have to be based on the ‘capital approach’ in which economic capital from the
System of National Accounts is taken on board, but also includes non-market
natural capital, human capital and social capital.
Connecting well-being to a set of assets or capital which are needed to achieve goals that
‘society aspires’ will allow us to assess current and future well-being in a coherent
framework. This in fact means a broader ‘production function’ in which human well-being
is linked to different types of capital, i.e. the required resources. In such a production
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function, human well-being is the overarching concept which depends on all issues that
contribute to the quality of life of human beings. Consumption should then be seen as a
sub-set within this overall concept of human well-being. Human well-being is broader
than just the command that people have over commodities (i.e. consumption of goods
and services); it can be determined by other factors such as psychological, biophysical
and socially-related phenomena. In fact, a number of resources are contributing to human well-being: economic capital (machines and buildings), human capital (labour, education and health), natural capital (natural resources, biodiversity and climate) and social
capital (social networks, trust and institutional capital). In this context, capital can be
defined as the “stock of anything that has the capacity to generate a flow of benefits
which are valued by humans. It is this flow – normally of goods and services of benefit to
people – that makes the capital stock an asset, and the value of the asset is derived directly from the lifetime value of the flows to which it gives rise” (Porritt 2006). Beyond
the common ‘land, machines and money’ capital concept, the framework of the five capitals (see Figure 1) provides a more complete scheme of the type of inputs needed for a
society to work and to be sustained in time. All these resources are necessary to maintain human well-being. It is thus important to understand that human well-being is not a
‘collateral damage’ of economic production. A specificity of natural capital is that it is critical capital stock in the sense that humans cannot live without it.
Figure 1: Forms of capital

Source: Forum for the future 2014
Now, if one wants to translate this integrated view on ‘Sustainable Development’, ‘Progress’, or ‘Beyond GDP’ to input-output analysis, it is of great importance to understand
detailed causalities between “now versus later” and “here versus elsewhere”. When considering resource efficiency in a global multi-regional input-output (MRIO) framework
both types of causalities are relevant. The international trade relations of a MRIO-frame
fit in the “here versus elsewhere” causalities. The ‘central resource efficiency question’
whether the quantities and qualities of natural resources, and of human, social and physical capital are sufficient to meet ‘future societies aspirations’ relates to the causalities
between “now versus later”.
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Increased globalization implies that economic prosperity and environmental consequences strongly relate to causalities between “here and elsewhere”. The central question is
how the pursuit of well-being of one country affects the (future) well-being of other
countries. Probably, the most important link between “here and elsewhere” in the context
of resource efficiency is international trade in goods and services, with all associated impacts of imports (“here”) on capital stocks, especially natural resources, in other countries (“elsewhere”). To account for the impacts of imports on the capital stocks in the
country of origin, one could perhaps better track physical trade measures instead of value added/monetary measures in input-output analysis.
The conceptual framework that NSIs now seem to converge to, to measure sustainable development or progress in an integrated way, is primarily oriented
towards the national level. Smits and Hoekstra (2011) describe that the indicators
from the set as proposed by the UNECE/OECD/Eurostat Taskforce for Measuring Sustainable Development [TFSD] can be used to create indicator systems at other levels aggregation. For example, indicators may be broken down into household types or sector level
using a satellite accounting system. Statistics Netherlands sees this as a future direction
for expansion of statistics aimed at measuring progress in a broad sense. Furthermore
expanded work on footprints such as the carbon footprint and possibly land and material
footprints are considered to help society further understand the shifting of environmental
burdens between countries.

2.3 Scales and levels of resource efficiency analysis
As welfare and well-being concern the whole socio-metabolic system and can be linked to
resource use at different levels, it is important to define the different scales and levels of
resource efficiency (OECD 2008).
Following the rationale between “here and now”, “elsewhere” and “later”, resource efficiency can be also reviewed from different scales in terms of space and time. Spatial
and temporal scales represent geographical coverage and time periods (Alcamo et al.
2003). Geographically, resource efficiency can refer, for one thing, to specifics of local
resource use in terms of how societies sustain the production of welfare within defined
geographic boundaries. From a wider geographical perspective, resource efficiency can
refer to large complex systems of resource flows on a regional and global level and how
national or regional economies make use of these geographically variable resource flows
to create welfare. Besides, as all socio-industrial production is balanced between shortterm and long-term gains, the same is attributed to the temporal scale of resource efficiency. Depending on the policy goals, a time-scale implies how the resource efficiency
can be sustained within next months, years or decades. From a short-term perspective,
the use of resources is based on satisfaction of current economic production and maximizing generation of current welfare to meet human needs, often at expense of future
population’s needs. From a long-term perspective, however, the resource efficiency could
imply a sustained decoupling of resource use from enhancement in economic and social
welfare and lowering of impacts of the resource use.
There are three primary economic levels of resource efficiency analysis:
•

Macro level describes large-scale constructs and involves the flows of materials
through global, regional or country-level economy (European Union or a Member
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State). In practice, it means how effectively economies use natural resources by
improving the flows of natural stocks within the socio-economic production and
consumption patterns (Bleischwitz et al. 2009). An outcome indicator on macro
level reflects development of economic and social welfare as objective criteria for
representing human quality of life and well-being.
•

Meso level refers to a lower level of analysis, in which resource use is assessed
in relation to economic activities. At this scale, resource efficiency is expressed as
resource use (usually in terms of material flows) by economic production and consumption units. Meso-level indicators are used as the basis for discussions on the
progress of specific industry sectors in managing the impact of resource use on
their performance (OECD 2008). An outcome indicator on this level can, for example, represent the economic output of a specific industry (economic welfare) or
in how much a specific industry contributes to the quality of life of people and satisfies their needs.

•

Micro level provides detailed information on the level of individual products or
firms. For example, for decision-making processes for businesses, local authorities
or specific activities and products, a micro-level analysis can show how to optimize a production process (Bleischwitz et al. 2009). In practice, an output indicator on this level of analysis should represent the value a specific product or service provides to society in terms of monetary flows or changes in well-being.

As a primary goal of this deliverable is the development of resource efficiency indicators
on the macro level for the European Union and its Member States, we will further limit
our reflections to this level of analysis with a focus on broad perspective of sustainable
development and on integrated view on welfare production.

2.4 Measurement of resource efficiency
In order to decouple environmental impacts from economic growth (see Figure 2), the
European Commission (2005) described two phenomena that need to occur:
•
•

decoupling of resource use from growing economic activity, which implies a reduction of resource use per unit of production (e.g. GDP), and
decoupling of environmental impacts from resource use, which implies a reduction
of environmental impacts per unit of resource use.
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Figure 2: Decoupling and its link to resource efficiency

Source: European Commission 2005
By focusing on these two phenomena, a number of calculation methodologies similarly
link together three different types of indicators: resource use, produced value, and environmental impacts. Visually, these combinations are summarized in Figure 3.
Figure 3: The three indicator categories needed to measure resource efficiency

Source: own compilation, modified from Mudgal et al. (2012)
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Resource use indicators portray the physical dimension of the resources that enter the
socio-industrial metabolism. Currently, the resource use indicator used in the provisional
headline resource efficiency indicator is an input measure, namely Domestic Material
Consumption (DMC). In the proposed dashboard of indicators the European Commission
includes both input and output pressure indicators (land use and water use as input, carbon emissions as output) that will complement the lead indicator (European Commission
2011b).
Impact indicators are shown in the upper right corner of the figure. Impacts are defined as the alterations on the social and economic functions on the environment (e.g.
provision of adequate conditions for health, resources availability and biodiversity) as a
result of changes in the state of the environment created by pressures (EEA 1999). Nevertheless, the term is misused in the literature and often used to refer to pressures.
Since the most common path to link environmental pressures and impacts is the one
employed by life cycle assessment (LCA) practitioners, we refer to two types of impacts
in line with this field: midpoint impacts and endpoint impacts.
Bare and colleagues (Bare et al. 2000, 319) define midpoint impacts as “a point in the
cause-effect chain (environmental mechanism) of a particular impact category, prior to
the endpoint, at which characterization factors can be calculated to reflect the relative
importance of an emission or extraction in a Life Cycle Inventory (LCI)”. These are commonly measured in units indicating the potential impacts of emissions or resource stressors (e.g. global warming potentials, ozone depletion potentials, photochemical ozone creation potentials, etc.). Strictly speaking these would not be impacts according to the
DPSIR framework, since they do not report on the impact itself, but on the potential.
Endpoint impacts, on the other hand, are in line with EEA’s definition. In any case, the
quantification of midpoint and endpoint impacts entails several problems, especially when
weighting them to generate a single value, since science could only support weighting to
a certain level, otherwise weighting depended on policy priorities (Mudgal et al. 2012).
Since the quantification of endpoint impacts is more challenging than quantifying midpoint impacts and given that recent studies carried out for the Commission propose midpoint impact indicators as proxies for environmental impacts in the context of resource
efficiency (ibid.), this category is also represented in the upper right corner of the figure.
Still substantial efforts are being put in WP7 to estimate endpoint impacts based on pressures and midpoint impacts.
Finally, the upper left corner represents economic and social welfare, and overall
quality of life. So far, a measure of economic welfare (GDP) is used, in combination
with DMC, to monitor resource efficiency. Figure 4 below describes essential differences
between economic income, economic welfare, and human (social) welfare assessment.
Although there might be inconsistency in opinions whether economic income and economic welfare are interchangeable terms, a concept of social welfare is usually seen as a
step further in assessing objective criteria of quality of life (Costanza, Farley, and Templet 2002). As opposed to measurements of economic income, economic welfare includes
considerations of costs of natural capital depletion, pollution, distribution effects and accounts for proportion of work that has been left out from GDP calculations. Social (human
welfare) is seen as degree to which human needs are satisfied by economic production,
thus objective parameters. However, how people perceive these objective changes depends on a great number of socio-cultural parameters, which determine the state of the
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society. Therefore, the subjective well-being would imply a social condition that is affected (impacted) by development of the economic and social welfare (Barry 2010). As outlined in the previous section, this report focuses on alternative measures that better reflect objective criteria of quality of life and well-being.
Figure 4: Distinctions between economic income, economic welfare, and human
(social) welfare

Source: Costanza, Farley, and Templet (2002)
By linking together three different aspects of resource efficiency (resource use, impacts
and welfare), we briefly review three calculation methodologies for measuring resource
efficiency (Dahlstro!m and Ekins 2005; Tan et al. 2013; Lettenmeier et al. 2009; Schu!tz
and Bringezu 2008; van der Voet et al. 2005).

2.4.1 Indicators related to resource use and welfare
1. Physical efficiency. In physical terms resource efficiency describes a ratio of two identical variables. In practice, this implies that (physical) efficiency of production activities
can be measured by physical outputs evaluated against physical inputs (material output/input, energy output/input, etc.).
Physical efficiency = F0/Fi
where F0 – physical output; Fi – physical input

In this case, the produced value indicator is represented in tons or TJ of produced products. The indicator of physical efficiency shows how much of final product was generated
in an economy or industry in relation to the used amount of resources; therefore, from
this conventional point of view, the focus of resource efficiency lies in minimizing inputs
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of resources per unit output or maximizing goods and services produced using the same
input in physical terms.
2. Economic efficiency. In economic terms, an indicator of efficient use of resources
equals the monetary value of resource outputs put in relation to the monetary value of
resource inputs. The welfare in this indicator is expressed in monetary terms and depends on market prices.
Economic efficiency = G0/Gi
where G0 – monetary value of output; Gi – monetary value of
input (in Euro, Dollar, etc.)

3. Resource productivity and resource intensity. While the previous two concepts focus
only either on physical or monetary input and outputs, an indicator of resource productivity (and its reverse resource intensity) unifies both ideas. For resource productivity, the
first variable (numerator) is described as the economic welfare achieved Y0 (value generated from resource use). On the other hand, the second variable (denominator) represents the physical input Fi (amounts of used resources). And vice versa, resource intensity is calculated as an inverse of resource productivity and describes a ratio between the
amount of natural resource inputs (Fi) and a certain output (Y0). The focus on resource
use and generated value describes resource efficiency as an overarching concept, which
can be achieved by: a) improving resource productivity or b) reducing resource intensity
(O’Brien et al. 2012).
Resource productivity = Y0/Fi
Resource intensity = Fi/Y0
where Y0 – welfare; Fi – physical input

Both formulas are closely related. The primary objective of resource productivity is to
estimate how much value has been generated per ton of resource use, while the purpose
of resource intensity is to estimate how many resources in form of natural stocks have
been used per unit of monetary output.
4. Pollution intensity. Although emissions and waste generated cannot be considered a
resource use per se, sooner or later every material input becomes an output in form of
waste, effluent or emissions (Lettenmeier et al. 2009). Likewise, both input and output
measures are pressure indicators.
Thus, pollution intensity indicators evaluate the environmental pressures resulting from
production of goods and services and related to the use of specific resources. In other
words, it accounts for production of undesirable factors in relation to desirable factors.
Pollution intensity = Po/Yo
where Po – output of physical pollution (pressure from wastes or
emissions); Yo – welfare of output
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2.4.2 Indicators related to environmental impacts and resource
use
Resource specific impact is an indicator that reflects the environmental impacts from resource use and other output pressure indicators. While endpoint impact calculation is still
very challenging, midpoint impacts, which are represented as potential impacts, are
commonly calculated in life cycle impact assessment studies (LCIA). Environmentally
weighted material consumption (EMC) provides an example of how resource specific impacts can be measured (van der Voet et al. 2005).
Resource specific impact = Io/ Fi
where Io is environmental impact;
Fi – physical input

The use of this type of indicators is limited to scientific publications due to their lack of
robustness (ref.). The few resource specific impact indicators that have been used so far
show the potential impacts by unit of resources use (e.g. GWP by kg of coal used). Additionally, environmental impacts of different categories (e.g. climate change, eutrophication, acidification, toxicity) can also be weighted to generate an index that can be put in
relation to resource use. As mentioned before, WP7 is dealing with the quantification of
endpoint impacts.

2.4.3 Indicators related to environmental impacts and welfare
1. Eco-efficiency is another output-related indicator, which measures progress towards
decoupling of environmental impacts from economic growth.
Eco-efficiency of production = Yo/Io
where Yo – welfare or output, Io – environmental impact,

The primary advantage of this indicator is that instead of looking at physical resource
use, it evaluates the impacts that result from this resource use, thus oriented towards
environmental and human health, rather than towards scarcity of resources. Given the
existing uncertainty in quantifying environmental impacts, the use of this type of indicators is still very limited. In the coming years improvements in midpoint impact quantification and weighting criteria might challenge the use of resource use indicators as reference in measuring resource efficiency.
To conclude, from the approaches listed above, the European Commission has chosen a
provisional lead indicator that puts monetary value (GDP) in relation to resource consumption (DMC). Additionally, other pressure indicators in the areas of water, land and
carbon have been proposed, which together provide a better picture of environmental
pressures. The Commission, however does not seem to consider replacing or complementing GDP in the short to midterm when measuring resource efficiency, although it
acknowledges the work done in the Beyond GDP community (European Commission
2011b). The current approach of comparing two different dimensions of the socioeconomic and natural systems (DMC as resource use indicator, input and GDP as outcome
indicator) has both its drawback and advantages. Likewise, the indicators used bring
their own limitations to the equation. These are discussed in the following section.
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3 Strengths and weaknesses of applied indicators
3.1 Numerator: Gross Domestic Product
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is the market value of all final and intermediate goods
and services produced within a geographical entity in a given period of time. GDP has
proven to be useful and the most popular indicator for measuring the economic performance of a country. The most significant strengths of GDP are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

representation of changes in economic activity with respect to produced goods
and services,
wide temporal and spatial coverage,
well-defined calculation methodologies,
simplicity,
robustness,
recognition by statistical authorities and policy makers, and
good public image.

Being a monetary indicator, GDP has been successfully used in economic policy. However, as it often happens with many successful tools, it has already been over-interpreted
as an indicator of well-being, social welfare or national wealth. It is therefore noteworthy
to mention its shortcomings (Stiglitz, Sen, and Fetoussi 2009; Costanza et al. 2009;
Costanza et al. 2007; Costanza et al. 2014; Schepelmann 2010; van den Bergh 2009):
The calculation of the GDP indicator is “inconsistent with two principles of good
bookkeeping: (i) divide clearly between costs and benefits; and (ii) correct for changes
in stocks and supplies” (van den Bergh 2009). By conflicting with these principles of
proper accounting, GDP only refers to the costs (prices) associated with generated goods
and services instead of looking at the benefits of all monetary transactions coming from
production activities in a country.
GDP is calculated based on significant economic adjustments related to fluctuations of
market prices and depreciation of capital, which are harder to account for when dealing
with monetary calculations of welfare. This happens because market prices are subject to
constant changes due to competition and can vary significantly in complex market systems within a given period. Besides, depreciation of capital in an information age happens at a much faster pace, and economic adjustments have to be duly considered.
GDP accounts only formal transactions within the economy. These transactions can
either be regulated by market mechanisms or determined by non-market spending (defense activities, healthcare, nonprofit spending on emergency housing) (Costanza et al.
2009).
•

First, these mechanisms create different procedures of putting price tags (prices
for state provided services are different from prices arising in an economy with
competitive markets). Additionally, GDP leaves out a significant proportion of the
economy that is not covered by these mechanisms, but still produces economic
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and social welfare. This refers to spheres of economic life with no market mechanisms, such as household production activities (cleaning, cooking, domestic childcare, elderly care) and volunteering. Similar controversy opinions have been
raised with respect to the part of GDP related to real estate transactions or leisure
time. An economic activity of a person owning a house is different to an economic
activity of a person, who rents it from someone else. Owning a dwelling can be,
for example, regarded as paying a rent for yourself, however it cannot be accounted in the GDP. Another example is that GDP includes income arising from
services and provision of leisure activities, but does not account a non-market income in form of leisure (spare time) that people have for themselves and which
can be regarded as an essential part of the quality of life. All these activities cannot be accurately quantified, as there is no market that can put a precise price tag
on them.
•

Second, there are also unofficial market prices in the underground economy,
which are subject to extensive variations (e.g., black markets). These unofficial
transactions (resulted from non-regulated production of goods and services) are
not included in GDP.

GDP measures exclusively economic production activities thereby leaving out the
related environmental and social costs of this production.
•

First, increase in economic production goes hand in hand with extensive use and
depletion of natural resources and environmental pollution. GDP does not consider
the external costs arising from economic production in form of environmental impacts. These costs, however, are paid by society, and they can outbalance negatively the total welfare obtained from resource use.

•

Second, an increase in production does not imply an increase in personal or
household income, wealth or subjective well-being. In fact, GDP omits the aspect
of welfare related to relative income and social equality. For instance, many countries show increasing levels of inequality between different social groups despite
GDP growth. Without considering burdens of economic disparity, it is hard to imagine GDP as a welfare indicator.

Furthermore, studies show mixed results on the perception of subjective wellbeing and happiness and its link to GDP growth. Research shows contradictory results in terms of whether an increase in income or production rates has a positive link
with the self-defined well-being of people. There is still a growing empirical debate between scientists that reject any correlation between GDP and subjective well-being
(Easterlin and Angelescu 2009) and those who find a correlation (Oulton 2012; Sacks,
Stevenson, and Wolfers 2013). Additionally, the so-called threshold hypothesis (MaxNeef, Elizalde, and Hopenhayn 1991) adds up to this debate and implies that that after
reaching a specific income level, life satisfaction tends to decline emphasizing a different
type of correlation, rather than this being linear. No less important is the assumption that
well-being is to a specific point a relatively perceived phenomenon based on concrete
cultural and economic circumstances, such as level of inequality or social settings based
on religious views (Costanza et al. 2007).
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Finally, critique towards GDP has been raised from intertemporal considerations. Van
den Bergh (2009) argues that “if, by way of a thought experiment one extrapolates a
constant tempo of real GDP growth towards the distant future, it is evident that any correlation with social welfare will be lost somewhere along the way”. To demonstrate this,
he gives an example of extrapolation of a 2% GDP growth rate 1000 years into the future, which would imply approximately 400 million times the current GDP, while it is hard
to imagine that social welfare can reach this increase correspondingly. Equally important
to realize that GDP measures current economic development of produced goods and
services, therefore it cannot answer questions of future sustainability from a longer-term
perspective – e.g. whether the future welfare can be sustained on the same level and
whether next generations’ resource use will be compromised by the current use or not.
In fact, the goal of increasing GDP indefinitely with the current production and consumption patterns encourages the depletion of natural resources faster than their renewal rate
(Costanza et al. 2014).

3.2 Denominator: Domestic Material Consumption
Domestic Material Consumption (DMC) is a resource use indicator and stands for the
total amount of materials directly used in an economy, excluding hidden flows. It forms
part of the set of Economy-Wide Material Flow Accounting (EW-MFA) indicators. Statistically, DMC adds up domestic physical raw materials extraction and physical imports while
subtracting physical exports (Eurostat 2001). The advantages of the indicator include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

the availability of statistical data (good coverage and moderate time lag),
relatively small effort to compile data,
transparency,
comparability to economic parameters,
robustness, and
recognition by most statistical authorities and policy makers (European
Commission 2012).

This indicator faces two types of limitations: the ones related to DMC as such and the
ones related to MFA indicators.
DMC is equivalent to Domestic Extraction Used (DEU) plus imports minus exports. Imports and exports are measured as the weight a product has when it crosses the border.
Thus, DMC does not show all the pressure exerted by the domestic consumption
in form of material inputs, since imports and exports only represent part of the weight
of the materials that have been used in the production of the traded good thereby it does
not accounting for upstream material requirements of traded goods. In this line, a reduction in a country’s DMC might be the result of shifting burden to third countries if this
reduction is the result of transferring oversees resource intensive activities, which would
not be translated into an improvement in DMC at the global level. In order to overcome
this problem, the concept of Raw Material Equivalent (RME) of trade has gained substantial recognition. Measuring imported and exported goods in RME equivalents consists of
adding the indirect use of material for the production of the imported products, i.e. all
the raw materials that were consumed for manufacturing the traded products in the rest
of the world (Schoer et al. 2012). In this context, a recent study has shown that decoupling patterns spotted by the development of the resource efficiency indicator in use
might be misleading (Wiedmann et al. 2013), since DMC cannot represent environmental
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burden-shifting between economies through outsourcing of material-intensive processes
required upstream along the production chain.
Despite its limitations, DMC should not be disregarded as a resource use indicator, but
should be used bearing in mind what it exactly represents. In fact, since DMC is equivalent to the sum of net addition to stocks, emissions and wastes, products’ dissipative uses and dissipative losses. In other words, DMC “comprises all the used materials that
contribute to a country’s environmental pressures on the material output side,
regardless of whether the materials were extracted domestically or imported”
(Femia and Vignani 2006). Hence, DMC would be more correctly interpreted as a holistic
potential pressures indicator than as a resource use indicator.
Although Eurostat plans to replace DMC by RMC, there is not an agreement yet on the
best method or which database should be used to calculate it. Currently, two main approaches exist: input output based hybrid analysis to calculate RME coefficients by product group and multi regional input output (MRIO) analysis. First comparisons show quite
uneven results between methods (Schoer et al. 2013), which hinder the short-term
adoption of the indicator. Upcoming studies are expected to shed more light on the differences between the different existing databases.
Other limitation of DMC (or even RMC) is that it only accounts for the flows that enter the
domestic production system. Hence, unused extraction (also known as ecological
rucksacks or hidden flows) is ignored. Indicators like Total Material Requirement
(TMR) and Total Material Consumption (TMC) also represent the hidden flows, but the
data uncertainty in their quantification is much higher than the one on used extraction.
As for the limitations related to EW-MFA indicators, DMC is criticized for aggregation of
qualitatively different materials. DMC as a highly aggregated indicator disguises how its
constituent variables vary even though specific materials are subject to variations, while
the total amount of them may stay constant (OECD 2008). Quantitatively, it could stay
the same figure, but qualitatively, it could have different impacts (Bleischwitz et al.
2009).
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3.3 The resource productivity ratio
In principle, a higher ratio of resource efficiency (productivity by formula) generally indicates better performance of a country in terms of resource use. Nonetheless, there might
be situations in which an improvement of the lead indicator hides some overall unfavorable development (European Commission 2011b) such as shifting of resource intensive
activities abroad. Additionally, examples of a relatively high resource productivity ratio in
many developed countries do not necessary indicate that resources are used in a more
sustainable or productive way. Good values of resource productivity by formula can correlate with high levels of environmental unsustainability and pollution in combination with
imperfect functioning of social welfare systems.
The whole indicator of resource productivity (GDP/DMC) builds up on the strengths of its
constituting elements. In particular, its simplicity, public image, transparency, availability
of data and the straightforwardness in its calculation have raised recognition by most
statistical institutions and policy makers. However, the most important shortcomings include not only limitations of each of the indicators it combines (see Sections 3.2 and
3.1), but also the conceptual inconsistencies in comparing the numerator and the denominator.
First, the numerator and denominator refer differently to export/import flows of
financial capital and natural resources. While GDP includes exports and subtracts
imports, DMC does not refer to resource use attributed to exports of goods and services
and covers imports. It relates GDP only to the consumption of national economies, rather
than to consumption and production activities (O’Brien et al. 2012) (see Figure 4).
GDP = (Private Consumption + Gross Investment + Government Spending) – Imports + Exports
DMC = DMI – Exports = Domestic Extraction Used + Imports
– Exports

Nonetheless, as pointed out by Femia and Campanale (2013) “using the GDP/DMC ratio
in a sustainability monitoring context is not at all wrong in itself, but it is not appropriate
to call it an RP [resource productivity] indicator. Rather it should be called something
along the lines of ‘productivity of potential pollution’”, since DMC represents the amount
of resources that enter an economy and thereby might end up as waste at some point in
time.
Figure 5 below visualizes the differences in treating trade of both indicators. Likewise, the
shortcomings of DMC when accounting for the upstream materials used in imported and
exported goods are also depicted.
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Figure 5: Spatial calculation differences between GDP and DMC
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Second, the indicator can be criticized for an insufficient causality between input
and output. The relation of GDP to DMC does not answer the question, whether valuable
outcome is obtained from natural resource use or from other socio-economic constructs
and processes, such as social, cultural, institutional and financial capital. AcostaFernandez (2008) points out that input and output figures are comparable when the
monetary output figure reflects what is actually produced on the basis of the physical
input figure. This means that variations in resource use may not always be a relevant
driver of changes in economic or social welfare both on macro and meso-levels, since the
socioeconomic system requires additional inputs to function.
While welfare of both agricultural and industrial societies is mainly based on the use of
natural capital, as socio-economic relations become more complex over time and new
dominating service-oriented spheres of economic life arise (e.g. financial sector, consultancies, tourism, educational and leisure activities), the relative value of natural capital
(being part of GDP in monetary terms) decreases. In postindustrial societies, each year
more and more consultancies, broadcasting agencies, educational institutions, tourist
agencies, financial and insurance companies or even religious groups generate increasingly more monetary value from services, while the contribution of natural capital in these sectors (in forms of energy and other natural resources) seems to diminish. In 2010, a
contribution of services sector into the German economy reached 71% of its total GDP
compared to 57% in 1980. For Finland, the numbers changed from 52% to 68%, respectively (The World Bank 2013).
Illustrative examples of the relative economic growth of services’ value in relation to natural capital can be seen in countries like Malta and Switzerland. In relation to their DMC
both countries generate a high GDP value. Most of this value results from activities that
are only indirectly related to resource use. Financial, educational and touristic services
contribute significantly to the GDP through the use of their social, human and financial
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capitals. For instance, in Malta, the services sector contributes to 80.9% of the GDP
(2010), while in Switzerland service sector contributes to 75% of the economic welfare
(2012) (The World Bank 2013). A country can perform worse in terms of use of natural
capital, while at the same time it can improve its resource-efficiency by increasing its
GDP by means of activities that are not directly related to the use of natural capital, but
to financial, human or social capital. Vice versa, resource rich countries (e.g. Congo, Angola, Sudan, and Russian Federation) increase their GDP by the increased exploitation of
natural resources. In some of those countries, the mismanagement of natural resources
has had important implications on the development of their social and human capital.
This well known observation, also known as ‘resource curse’ explains why many African
countries that are rich in valuable deposits, diamonds and oil have much slower economic
growth in comparison to some of the resource-poor countries (Sachs and Warner 2001;
Frankel 2010). Therefore, relative changes of natural capital input have to be taken into
account together with other types of capital when linking it to the changes in socioeconomic output. Policy needs to consider causality between both.
Finally, the causality between required input and produced value is hindered by other
factors. Current economy produces goods and services by applying social constructs such
as fashion, brands and use of intellectual property. Simply put, the value of the good or
service does not depend on the material value of the natural capital, but on changes in
personal interests in possessing a specific good or service. An example for this is the rebranding strategies of different products, which significantly increase the price for a good
while maintaining the same resource demand (all brands in luxury segments: e.g. clothing, spa salons). Furthermore, there seems to be an evident link between a country’s
GDP and distribution density of the countries’ world brands (Li 2012), which puts different countries in different conditions for comparing their GDP growth and, therefore, resource efficiency indicators. However, this does not imply that service sectors do not use
natural capital. Quite the contrary, within the whole chain, services can require a great
amount of natural resources. However, the value obtained from using different kinds of
capital varies significantly in different countries and in different sectors.
In summary, complete causality between outputs and inputs can only be achieved by
using an indicator of capital that could measure the contribution of the five types of capital mentioned above or by redefining the monetary output indicator to account for the
activities that directly rely on the use of natural resources. None of these options seems
feasible under the current circumstances, although the conceptual limitation of how resource productivity is measured should be taken into account when interpreting the results.
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4 Resource efficiency beyond GDP
Chapter 4 presents a review of approaches for alternative welfare and quality of life
(well-being) measurements going beyond GDP. The first section provides an inventory of
existing indicators. The second section describes the aspects of demand for alternative
indicators to GDP.

4.1 Supply: existing alternatives to GDP
Several extended policy consultations and initiatives presented reviews on existing alternatives to GDP as a headline indicator and described desirable qualities of an outcome
proxy. Among others, this topic has been thoroughly addressed by the Beyond GDP initiative of the European Commission, the “How is Life?” initiative (OECD 2011a), the French
government’s 2008 Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress (Stiglitz, Sen, and Fetoussi 2009), the German Commission of Inquiry
“Growth, prosperity, quality of life” (Enquete-Kommission Wachstum, Wohlstand, Lebensqualität Deutschland 2013), a Wikiprogress platform for sharing information on
evaluation of progress, as well as a number of FP7 research projects (Hák et al. 2012;
Bassi et al. 2011; Ciommi et al. 2012) and independent studies (Costanza et al. 2009;
Costanza et al. 2014; Kubiszewski et al. 2013; Fleurbaey and Blanchet 2013; Gjoksi and
Sedlacko 2010). The number of analyzed indicators in these projects and initiatives varies greatly. For instance, the FP7 BRAINPOol project, reviewed over 100 different indicators, while the EU platform on Beyond GDP included over 25 approaches for measuring
wellbeing alternatively to GDP.
A detailed review of all available Beyond GDP indicators is out of the scope of this deliverable. Instead, a preliminary list of Beyond GDP indicators has been compiled based on
two following criteria:
1. Appearance in scientific beyond GDP literature, policy documents or public information space, and
2. Establishment of a categorization framework:
o relation to GDP,
o applicability as a welfare (outcome) indicator for the whole socio-industrial
metabolism,
o coverage of at least several EU countries.
Based on this preliminary inventory of indicators, a list of the most suitable welfare and
well-being indicators in the context of resource efficiency has been elaborated also taking
into account data availability for EU countries. For example, although ecological footprint
is usually listed as an alternative to GDP, it makes little sense to use it as numerator to
measure resource efficiency given that it represents demand of economy for ecosystem
services and is not directly related to overall welfare or well-being. Similarly, Gross National Happiness has also been left out of the final selection process, as data was compiled only for the Kingdom of Bhutan.
The following subchapters summarize existing proposed indicators from both economic
and human welfare perspectives, while focusing on their practical applicability in relation
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to resource efficiency. For this purpose, all proposed indicators on the supply side are
divided into:
•
•
•

Indicators correcting GDP for ‘bads’,
Indicators replacing GDP, and
Indicators complementing GDP.

4.1.1 Indicators correcting GDP for ‘bads’
Building up on the simplicity and advantages of GDP, a series of indicators address economic welfare and describe it in monetary values. Most of them use traditional economic
measures that are based on the System of National Accounts (SNA) like GDP, but include
monetized environmental and social factors. Simply put, they place price tags on economic, social and environmental phenomena and adjust the already existing GDP data.
We have included four most prominent indicators correcting GDP, which are briefly summarized in the Table 1:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Adjusted Net Savings (ANS),
Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI),
Index of Economic Well-Being (IEWB),
Inclusive Wealth Index (IWI).

Table 1: Indicators correcting GDP for 'bads'
Indicator
Definition
Calculation
Adjusted
Net Savings (ANS)

ANS is an indicator that represents the true rate of saving in
an economy after taking into
account investments in human
capital, as well as depletion of
natural capital (depletion of
natural resources and damages
caused by pollution).

Genuine
Progress
Indicator
(GPI)
(previously
Index of
Sustainable Economic Welfare
(ISEW)

GPI is a composite indicator
that measures current effective
personal consumption expenditure linking it to the social elements such as divorce, crime
factor, unemployment and
changes in leisure time, as well
as environmental degradation.

ANS = net national saving + education
expenditure – energy depletion – mineral depletion – net forest depletion –
damage from carbon dioxide emissions
– damage from particulate emissions
(net national saving = gross national
saving – consumption of fixed capital).
Estimated in percent: by dividing ANS
by Gross National Income (GNI) – both
of monetary value.
GPI = personal/household consumption
expenditures + household work not
counted in GDP + value of volunteer
contribution work - crime factor - environmental degradation factor - family
breakdown factor - overextended
worker stress factor - exploding consumer debt - inequality of distribution
of wealth and income. Estimated in
monetary terms.
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IEWB is a composite indicator
that considers the four components of economic well-being:
effective per capital consumption flows, net societal accumulation of stocks of productive resources, income distribution and economic security.

IEWB = 0.25[adjusted personal consumption+ unpaid labor+ current government spending excluding debt
charges + real value of changes in
working time](index of life expectancy)+0.25[real capital stock+ stock of
research and development+ stock of
human capital+ stock of natural resource wealth+/- net foreign debt- social costs of environmental degradation]+0.25[0.75*poverty intensity+0.25*Gini coefficient]+
0.25[0.2772*risk from unemployment+0.4066*risk from financial illness+0.2072*risk from single
parenthood poverty+0.1090*risk from
poverty in old age *Real value of per
capita. Estimated in absolute numbers
arising from normalization and
weighting of parameters.
Calculation of IWI based on a number
IWI is a composite indicator
of complex formulas for natural, human
that looks at the sustainability
Inclusive
and manufactured capital of a country.
from a perspective of three
Wealth InIndex can be positive and negative dedifferent capitals: natural,
dex (IWI)
pending on the change in capital
manufactured (built) and hustocks. All capitals are estimated in
man capitals.
monetary value.
Source: own compilation (see Annex 2 for detailed description and sources)
Indicators correcting GDP are mostly composite indicators. Their calculation methodologies differ, although the general idea behind the measurement of welfare can be described in three basic steps (Talberth 2012):
1. Calculation of personal consumption expenditure, which is then weighted by income inequality adjustments (ANS uses net national savings instead, while IWI is
based on monetary calculation of different capitals).
2. Further additions are made to account for the non-market mechanisms and services (e.g. volunteer work, housework and parenting).
3. Defense expenditures and undesirable side effects of economic production (e.g.
resource depletion, pollution, threats from carbon emissions) are then deducted
from the index.

Strengths and weakness with respect to resource efficiency
Certainly, welfare indicators correcting GDP can easily be defined as ”GDP with a human
face”. They provide a good possibility to present a popular and commonly used proxy,
while accounting for social and environmental consequences of economic growth. With
respect to economic welfare, their primary advantage is similarity to GDP and use of
monetary units that make them simple to integrate in the existing formula of resource
productivity. They are understandable to the general public, allow tracking longterm and backward-looking trends, as well as making international comparisons
(Schepelmann 2010). With the use of indicators correcting GDP, resource efficiency
would explain how much of economic welfare (euro) has been generated per unit of resource use (tons). Besides, two of such indicators (ANS and IWI) can be considered as a
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future oriented indicator (however, based on current development rates and current
stocks of capital), which makes them plausible instruments for sustainability research.
Looking from a perspective of a forward-looking sustainability, they attempt to quantify current and future needs of the population rather than just to justify environmental
burden from economic production, and is in line with the definition of the Brundtland
Commission on Sustainable Development (Brundtland 1987).
However, while monetary values make indicators simple to understand for everyone,
they are based on a number of assumptions. All of them use assumed price tags, but real
prices are only available within market situations. Many or even most of environmental
and human services are not priced, because they are not or only partially subject to market transactions. Thus, the price tags used in these alternative indicators are subject to
hypothetical market situations, by constructing and assuming prices for priceless goods
and services.
There is no methodological consensus on putting price tags on environmental and
social goods and services. In fact, there is not an agreement on whether it should be
aimed for at all. The calculations usually based on official statistical data neglect the fact
that considering prices of goods and services is only indirectly related to the estimations
of welfare. This also raises questions about applicability of sub-indicators for adjusting
social and environmental parameters: e.g. crime ratios in GPI, financial risk from illness
in IEWB or importance of particular savings within the savings accounts in ANS. Likewise,
the quantification of the costs of depleting natural resources is also considered a controversial issue (Costanza et al. 2009). The arbitrary selection of parameters to be included
may result in biased assumptions (Schepelmann 2010).
By looking at both economic welfare as an outcome of resource use, all four indicators
correcting GDP (ANS, GPI, IEWB and IWI) are not only hard to relate causally with
natural resource use, but also difficult to disaggregate on lower levels of economic
activities, such as different sectors. Calculating outcome as partial changes, for example,
in literacy rates or divorce rates, implies changes in human and social capital as inputs of
the system. Therefore, a considerable limitation is that they can only be used on the
macroeconomic level.
Finally, the use of these indicators is still challenged by a limited availability of data
related to specific aspects of indicators and coverage (IWI has been introduced by UN
IHDP program and includes only data for two European countries).

4.1.2 Indicators replacing GDP
In the 1990s the introduction of Human Development Index (HDI) was one of the first
attempts to create an alternative welfare or well-being indicator that would take development potential into account in addition to economic parameters. Since then a number
of aggregated indices on life satisfaction, social and environmental factors have followed.
The authors argue that the notion of social welfare and well-being describes different
characteristics of life, which are often represented in terms of life expectancy, health,
material well-being, education, leisure, etc. Table 2 below describes seven indicators:
1. Human Development Index (HDI),
2. Happy Life Years (HLY),
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Happy Planet Index (HPI),
OECD Better Life Index (BLI),
Sustainable Society Index (SSI),
Legatum Prosperity Index,
World Happiness Index GLOBECO.

Table 2: Indicators replacing GDP
Indicator
Definition
Human DeHDI is a summary measure
velopment
of human development
Index (HDI)
based on average achievements in a country in three
basic dimensions: long and
healthy life, knowledge, decent standard of living.

Happy Life
Years (HLY)

HLY is an indicator describing how long people thrive in
the society.

Happy Planet
Index (HPI)

HPI is one of the first global
measures of sustainable
well-being. It uses global
data on experienced wellbeing, life expectancy and
ecological footprint to generate an index revealing
which countries are most
efficient at producing long,
happy lives for their inhabitants, whilst maintaining the
conditions for future generations to do the same.
BLE is a composite indicator
based on 11 dimensions
identified as essential to
well-being in terms of material living conditions (housing, income, jobs) and quality of life (community, education, environment, governance, health, life satisfaction, safety and work-life
balance).
SSI is a composite indicator
that aims at measuring sustainability from three dimensions: environmental, economic and social.

OECD Better
Life Index

Sustainable
Society Index
(SSI)

Calculation
HDI = 1/3 (life expectancy index) + 1/3
(education index) + 1/3 (GDP index).
Each of the dimension indices within the
HDI are calculated by applying goalposts
for maximum and minimum values and
are normalized according to a standard
formula. HDI ranges between 0 (for the
worst possible outcome) and 1 (for the
best possible outcome).
Happy-Life-Years = Life-expectancy at
birth x [0-1] happiness
Estimated in years.
HPI = ! x (((Ladder of life + ") x Life
expectancy)- #)/(Ecological Footprint +
$) Where constants ", #, $, ! are applied to overcome some statistical calculation of adjustment coefficients:
"=2.93, # = 4.38, $ = 73.35, ! = 0.60

BLI = sum of weighted values for 11
dimensions (each with one to four indicators). A total number of 24 indicators
are calculated. All of them are expressed
in different units (dollars, years, etc.),
which are then normalized according to a
standard formula (conversion of the original values of the indicators into numbers
varying in a range between 0 (for the
worst possible outcome) and 1 (for the
best possible outcome).
The SSI is divided into three wellbeing
dimensions with 8 categories and 21
indicators linked to them. 21 indicators
included into the index are: basic needs
(sufficient food, sufficient drink, safe
sanitation); health (healthy life, clean
air, clean water); personal and social
development (education, gender equality, income distribution, good governance); nature and environment (air quality, biodiversity); resources (renewable
water resources, consumption); climate
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and energy (renewable energy, greenhouse gases); transition (organic farming, genuine savings), economy (GDP,
employment, public debt). The indicators
are equally weighted.
Legatum
Prosperity
Index

The Legatum Prosperity Index is a multidimensional
composite index that provides an assessment of
prosperity in 142 countries
around the world.

The Prosperity Index uses 89 variables,
which are statistically related to income
and wellbeing, and categorizes them into
eight fundamental pillars of prosperity:
economy, entrepreneurship and opportunity, governance, education, health,
safety and security, personal freedom,
social capital (sub-indices). Each subindex is obtained as the sum of an income and wellbeing score. The Prosperity Index is the equally weighted average
of the eight pillars of prosperity.
World HappiThe WHI is a composite inCalculation is similar to HDI. 20 indicaness Index
dex that measures world
tors are used on the per country version.
GLOBECO
progress by focusing on colEvaluation does no weighting, but norlective, country-level happimalizes the data by scorecard. The counness.
try with the best performance for an indicator receives a score of 1 and the
worst a score of 60. The country with the
least points leads the ranking. The WHI
takes the average score of 40 indicators
(20 for country comparison) covering the
categories: peace & security; freedom,
democracy, and human rights; standard
of living; research, education; information and culture.
Source: own compilation (see Annex 2 for detailed description and sources)
All of the reviewed indicators are composite indices based on normalization of different
units that are weighted according to the criteria established by the researchers (equal or
different weighting) (Talberth 2012).
1. The first step for calculation follows the setting of a dashboard of topics related,
among different things, to sustainability, population, economy, environment and
health. A dashboard is usually chosen according to understood dimensions of welfare and well-being. In general terms, they can be grouped in three categories:
economic, social and environmental.
2. After the dashboard is drawn up, indicators that are important for each topic are
identified. Among the reviewed indices, the number of sub-indicators ranges from
3 to 89 sub-indicators. Normalization is another procedure to convert data to the
same scale (e.g. between 0 and 1). When data is normalized, it is usually properly
weighted within an index, which is done by outlining which topics and subindicators contribute more significantly towards the quality of life and therefore
can be weighted either equally, or higher weights can be put on specific topics and
sub-indicators.
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Strengths and weaknesses with respect to resource efficiency
Most indicators mentioned in the literature for their potential of presenting social welfare
and replacing GDP are multi-dimensional and non-monetary. In contrast to the GDPbased indicators, they address welfare and well-being from environmental, social and
economic angles. Another positive aspect of these indicators is that they provide
benchmarks by identifying targets beyond purely economic gains. They relate to
achievements in reaching these targets, and thus allow cross-country comparisons in
different areas of welfare and well-being. In the context of resource efficiency, these indicators would measure how much welfare or wellbeing is generated per unit of natural
resources used (Schepelmann 2010).
Additionally, some of the existing indices are more popular in comparison to others. They
are tools for awareness-raising on environmental and social aspects of development. Their growing popularity is partially due to methodological improvements and
support from official intergovernmental organizations, such as the OECD or the UN. The
development of some of the indices is improving steadily, while others are less known to
the public and/or seem to lack substantial support yet (Stiglitz, Sen, and Fetoussi 2009).
Given that social welfare and well-being are determined by cultural factors, indicators
replacing GDP require a number of statistical and ethical judgments. As most of them
are composite indices that are based on several different domains, the data from each
domain has to be normalized to be comparable with other domains. The question of subjectivity comes into place with respect to three different issues: subjectivity of domain
choice, subjectivity of the normalization method and subjectivity of the
weighting methods. They are for the most part chosen by the researchers based on
their own understanding of well-being and how much each domain of life (education, material well-being, subjective well-being, etc.) contributes to it.
Likewise, these types of indicators are prone to information loss. Information aggregation results in some specific attributes of each indicator being lost when they are used to
build an index. While it is possible to assess how good or bad each state performs in each
dimension, it is however often impossible to discern at first sight why exactly a particular
country is doing generally better than others.
Another limitation in using index indicators to measure resource efficiency is the difficulty in attributing changes in the index to natural resource use, which might result
in a misleading measure of resource efficiency. As in the previous case, disaggregation
problems are also related to this type of indicators. Since most of the proposed indicators replacing GDP incorporate domains of human life such as education, satisfaction of
life, gender equality, etc., they cannot be directly disaggregated to the meso-level for
different economic sectors to account progress each sector makes in generation of social
welfare.
Finally, while most indicators have a defined methodology, there is still a significant limitation related to availability of data.

4.1.3 Indicators complementing GDP
A number of initiatives refer to the limitations of composite indices related to aggregation
problems, since welfare and well-being cover very diverse aspects. In this line, they ar-
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gue that quality of life cannot be narrowed down to a single number without units. Therefore, a number of initiatives focus on environmental and social accounting systems and
dashboards of indicators that are meant to complement GDP. Each indicator of the whole
inventory represents a particular aspect of development, while altogether they provide a
more comprehensive representation of quality of life and well-being by avoiding aggregation or weighting issues. A short overview of the existing systems complementing GDP is
presented Table 3 below.
Table 3: Indicators complementing GDP
Indicator

Definition

System of Environmental Economic Accounting
(SEEA)

SEEA is the first international statistical standard for environmental-economic accounting, based on integrated environmentaleconomic‘ satellite’ accounts. A wide variety of indicators can be
drawn from the environmental and social extensions (used by UN,
various statistical offices).
The SDIs were introduced by the UN Commission on Sustainable
Development (CSD) and include a set of 50 core indicators in
fourteen themes: poverty, governance, health, education, demographics, natural hazards, atmosphere, land, oceans, seas and
coasts, freshwater, biodiversity, economic development, global
economic, partnership, consumption and production patterns.

UN CSD Sustainable Development
Indicators (SDI)

EU Sustainable
Development Indicators (EU SDI)

Millennium Development Goals
indicators (MDGs)

EURLife

Set of Quality of
Life (QoL) Indicators

In addition to the SDI, the UN Open Working Group on Sustainable Development Goals is working to define a set of Sustainable
Development Goals that could enable countries to better target
and monitor progress across all three dimensions of sustainable
development (social, environmental and economic) in a coordinated and holistic way. Development of indicators and targets is
envisaged in line with the post-2015 era.
EU SDI is an indicator set that comprises of more than 100 indicators grouped in 10 themes: sustainable consumption and production, social inclusion, demographic changes, public health,
climate change and energy, sustainable transport, natural resources, global partnership, good governance.
MDGs are eight goals set by the UN: eradicate extreme poverty
and hunger, universal primary education, gender equality and
empowerment of women, child mortality, improvement of maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS and malaria, ensure environmental
sustainability, global partnership for development. A variety of
indicators is used to measure progress towards the goals.
EurLIFE is an interactive database on quality of life in Europe,
offering data drawn from the foundation's own surveys and from
other published sources. The data provided deals with objective
living conditions and subjective well-being of European citizens.
Data is available for all member states and Turkey.
Based on the outcomes of the work carried out by the sponsorship group "Measuring, Progress, Well-being and Sustainable Development", a first set of European QoL was set up recently. The
dataset covers the following categories: material living conditions,
productive or main activity, health, education, leisure and social
interactions, economic and physical safety, governance and basic
rights, natural and living environment, as well as overall experience of life.
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National Accounts
of Wellbeing

National Accounts of Well-being try to capture how people feel
and experience their lives, help to redefine the notions of national
progress, success and what people value as a society. The raw
data is from surveys. First, scores for the original survey questions are standardized to allow meaningful comparison using
standardized z-scores, measured in standard deviation units. Second, questions are aggregated to produce subcomponent and
component scores by taking the unweighted mean of the z-scores
for the lower level indicators or questions. Third, the results are
transformed to 0–10 scales, calibrated so that 5 always represents the average score for respondents across 22 European
countries.
Societal Progress
SPIRAL’s initiative provides methodological basis for the society’s
Indicators and
progress through the development of ‘co-responsibility’, which is
Responsibilities
jointly developed with the with citizens and other social stakefor All (SPIRAL)
holders at local level, tying in with the regional, national, European and indeed global levels. Bottom up and top down approaches
lead to a development of a database of more than 60 criteria that
were arranged to define 9 dimensions and 67 components of wellbeing: access to essential resources, living environment, relations
with and between organizations, personal relations, social balances, personal balances, relationships within society, attitudes and
initiatives, feelings of well-being.
Source: own compilation (see Annex 2 for detailed description)

Strengths and weaknesses with respect to resource efficiency
Well-being is too complex to be fully represented by a single indicator. For this reason,
the existing indicator sets are strong tools that consider a variety of different domains of quality of life and well-being.
Dashboards avoid a problem of aggregation and depict directly or indirectly different
relationships to socio-economic progress and sustainable development. Additionally, most
countries already adopted and use one or several sets of sustainability indicators and
matrices, which makes them easy to understand on different levels of science-policypublic interactions. Besides, this type of indicators can be helpful for local planning and
organization when people decide themselves, which aspects of quality of life is significant
and which targets they can set for the local governments. Therefore, leaving out many
diversified formulas, development of dashboards can have participatory character
and engage local populations in policy-making (Fleurbaey and Blanchet 2013). Another
advantage is that the indicators are not mutually exclusive, as they consider problems
from different perspectives. Dashboards allow well-developed indicators to coexist
even with indicators under development. In these approaches, GDP as such remains
intact with all its advantages and shortcomings, but the best practice of complementing
GDP shows that there are established approaches of setting GDP in an appropriate socioecological context.
On a downside, not having a single headline indicator for welfare or well-being hinders
the measurement of resource efficiency as it is currently conceived, i.e. output divided by
an input, which makes more difficult to measure progress towards resource efficiency or
to set meaningful quantitative goals. Likewise, the lack of a single robust indicator
can somehow affect awareness raising in terms of linking a concept such as resource
efficiency to a clear message, e.g. produce more value with less resources.
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Further, dashboards such as the EU Sustainable Development Indicators (SDI) and Millennium Development Goals Indicators (MDI) are very weak proxies for economic or human welfare in general as they cannot be purely related to changes in natural
stocks. With respect to accounting matrices, some of them are still facing issues of data
availability and robustness.
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Demand for alternative or ‘Beyond GDP’ indicators

Renewed international interests in the Beyond GDP topic, as shown by initiatives started
by the EU (GDP and Beyond, 2007), United Nations, OECD and Eurostat (Taskforce for
Measuring Sustainable Development, 2007), OECD (Progress of Society, 2007), and especially by the publication of Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi in 2009, created momentum for a
call for a new statistical framework. That is, a framework that links the concepts of wellbeing, sustainable development and ‘broad welfare’ to better measure progress of society
in a broad sense. After the seminal report of Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi (2009), the EU
called for the Sponsorship group on measuring progress, well-being and sustainable development (a working group comprising of Eurostat and several national statistical institutes) to take this work forward to give recommendations on changes to the European
Statistical System to improve the measurement of societal progress (Smits and Hoekstra
2011).
Since 2011, research projects funded through the European Union’s Seventh Programme
for research, technological development and demonstration, such as BRAINPOoL and EFRAME, aim at pushing the agenda of Beyond GDP measurements further.

4.2.1 The ‘Stiglitz’ report
On 14th September 2009 “The Commission on the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress” – also known as the ‘Stiglitz commission’, named after its
chair Joseph Stiglitz – presented its final report. The commission’s aim has been to identify the limits of GDP as indicator of overall measure for societal progress in the broad
sense (i.e. beyond economic growth alone, but also as measure for progress in social,
environmental, well-being, health, etc. domains) and to assess the feasibility of alternative measurement tools (Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi 2009, 7).
The Stiglitz commission describes possibilities for more or different measurements in various domains which contribute to progress of society in the broadest terms possible. With
its report, the commission intended to shape future statistical policies and play a key role
in the development of statistical standards worldwide.

Towards better measures of economic performance
Given that there are now many products whose quality is complex, multi-dimensional
and subject to rapid change, the first main message of the ‘Stiglitz report’ is that a new
measurement system of economic activities should be able to better reflect structural
changes. An import aspect is to capture the relevant quality changes of goods produced
and consumed. The Commission therefore recommends focusing more on outputs instead
of measuring the inputs (e.g. the number of doctors). The rationale behind is that in
some countries and some sectors increasing “output” is more a matter of a
change in quality of goods and services produced and consumed rather than
changes in quantity. The bottom-line is that for (material) well-being and living standards of people in real terms, only the quality of goods and services delivered to
citizens matter. The Stiglitz Commission acknowledges that it is now time to shift emphasis from measuring economic production to measuring people’s well-being.
These measures of well-being should be put in a context of sustainability. This change of
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emphasis does not mean to dismiss GDP and production measures, however. Such production measures continue to provide important information on economic activity.
Recommendations of the Stiglitz Commission are organized around three clusters, respectively focusing on: Classical GDP issues, Quality of life, and Sustainability. In the
context of a quest for alternative indicators on resource efficiency, all three clusters provide relevant recommendations to take into account.

Classical GDP issues
The Stiglitz commission starts its argumentation by acknowledging that GDP is a good
indicator to measure economic (market) activity, however one should not consider it to
be an indicator for economic well-being of people. Material living standards of citizens
relate much more to real income and consumption of households. National Accounts data
of multiple countries prove that real household income can grow significantly different
than real GDP. It is therefore recommended by the Stiglitz Commission to put forward
the perspective of household income, including information on equality of the distribution
of net disposable income, wealth and consumption. Measures of household wealth
(now and in the future) are considered to be central to measuring sustainability.
In the context of resource efficiency, probably the most relevant recommendation on
emphasizing national accounts aggregates other than GDP is to deal with net rather than
gross measures of economic activity. Gross measures take no account of the depreciation
of capital goods. Having to set aside financial resources to renew fixed capital assets
would reduce society’s ability to consume. Net Domestic Product corrects GDP for depreciation of capital. Taking account of depreciation is especially important with regard to
‘new products’ like information technology, in which assets have gained importance as
capital goods during the last two decades. However, their life expectancy tends to be
much lower than ‘old’ technologies such as steel mills. When the production structure
remains constant over time, GDP and NDP move closely together. However, nowadays
with new products tending to have a shorter life, there can arise a discrepancy between
GDP growth and the development of Net Domestic Production. Of even greater concern in
this context is the faster depreciation of capital goods in relation to the degradation of
the natural environment. Taking into account resource depletion in depreciation
measures would leave GDP unchanged but would lower Net Domestic Production. The
latter net measure of economic production is hence more preferred to calculate
resource productivity measures compared to GDP. In more general terms however, the Stiglitz Commission recommends to focus on consumption rather than
production.

Quality of life
The Stiglitz Commission acknowledges that environmental conditions matter not only for
sustainability but also have an immediate impact on the quality of people’s life (i.e. human health, health of ecosystems, environmental services, climate change and natural
disasters). It is especially in the subsection on environmental conditions where there are
recommendations to take into account in the context of resource efficiency. These recommendations are based on the observation of the Commission that existing indicators
which relate quality of life aspects to environmental conditions remain limited in im38
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portant aspects. Their main concern is that existing indicators do not make a good connection between changing environmental conditions and the effects on people’s life. As
the Commission puts it:
“For example, emissions indicators refer mainly to the aggregate quantities of various
pollutants, rather than to the share of people exposed to dangerous doses. Existing indicators should hence be complemented in a number of ways, including the regular monitoring of the number of premature deaths from exposure to air pollution; the number of
people who lack access to water services and nature, or who are exposed to dangerous
levels of noise and pollution; and the damage inflicted by environmental disasters.”
(Stiglitz, Sen, and Fetoussi 2009, 52)
Translating these recommendations to supplement existing environmental indicators to
the DPSIR model, the Stiglitz Commission thus recommends to focus more on impacts on personal lives.

Measuring sustainability
Sustainability is in the report of the Stiglitz commission regarded as the challenge to, at
least, maintain the current level of well-being for future periods or future generations.
The Commission firmly believes that sustainability deserves separate measurement,
complementary to the measurement of current well-being and economic performance. To
avoid confusion and severe normative questions, one should not try to capture all dimensions of sustainability in a single number. “There can be as many indices of sustainability
as there are normative questions of what we want to sustain”. (Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi
2009, 75)
The best approach would be to follow a stock approach. This means that future wellbeing will depend upon the stocks of exhaustible resources as well as the quantity and
quality of renewable resources that we leave for future generations. The central question
to be answered with such an approach is: “When can we say that we are currently living
above our means?”. (Stiglitz, Sen, and Fitoussi 2009, 62)
To operationalize this approach in a measuring instrument, ideally all stocks of resources
passed on to future generations need to be converted to a common metric, be it monetary or not. However, such a goal seems overly ambitious while most natural assets are
not traded on markets and hence have no market prices to express them in monetary
values. Furthermore there are large uncertainties on how these natural assets will interact with other dimensions of sustainability in the future. Moreover, these uncertainties
are also normative. Therefore the Commission suggests to follow a more pragmatic approach. A monetary indicator – more or less derived from the ‘extended wealth approach’ (e.g. the methodological foundation of Adjusted Net Savings) – should inform
about the economic part of sustainability in order to assess whether or not countries
overconsume their economic wealth. Given that the current state-of-the-art does not
allows us to construct sound monetary values for environmental goods, the monetary
indicator for economic sustainability should be complemented with a small dashboard of
physical indicators devoted to environmental issues. Such physical indicators would also
require some critical threshold or ‘dangerous levels’ as benchmark. The Commission
states that we ultimately need to assess how far we are from sustainability targets. This
would require measures of overconsumption or in fact underinvestment, as well
39
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as measures of excessive pressure on resources (hence quantities and qualities
of natural resources, and of human, social and physical capital).

4.2.2 Expressions of demand for alternative indicators since the
‘Stiglitz report’
The ‘Stiglitz report’ not only enhanced the demand for indicators by highlighting the importance of the Beyond GDP agenda, but helped several emerging notions gain greater
credibility, legitimacy and salience. Like the ‘Brundtland report’ did for sustainable development, the ‘Stiglitz report’ initiated renewed reflection on the way societies should think
about their future and manage their priorities.
The Stiglitz report ends with an important conclusion which matters a lot for the demand
of Beyond GDP indicators. The Commission first acknowledges that no limited set of
indicators can provide certainty on such a complex matter as sustainability. Indicators should give an alarming signal to situations that pose a high risk of unsustainability. A primary function of ‘Beyond GDP indicators’ is to increase people’s knowledge
about how the economy and the environment interact now and how they are likely to
interact in the future. Yet, to fully understand the demand for Beyond GDP indicators one
should also ask the question if people understand the message or ‘alarming signals’ that
the indicators give. Some recent European Union-funded research projects looked into
this question in more detail. Results of (some) of these projects will be described in this
subchapter.

BRAINPOoL’s (FP7) findings on demand for Beyond-GDP indicators
The BRAINPOoL project (Bringing Alternative Indicators Into Policy) is a knowledge brokerage project that seeks to help accelerate the use of ‘Beyond GDP’ indicators in policy
making. The project is running till the End of March 2014. BRAINPOoL’s activities have
been directed at making sense of the array of actors, aims, indicators and initiatives that
have emerged. The project attempted to take a broad view of the whole indicator cycle
from indicator production towards final use in policy-making, and the processes that
don’t fit this pattern. It has looked at the emergence of new indicators, categorizing the
diverse types, differing aims and varying levels of success and impact. The focus was on
gaining in-depth knowledge of the different types of demand for alternative indicators
across different target groups and crucially for a brokerage project investigating the reasons for a ‘lack of demand’ in policy processes. Whilst there is demand for what could be
called Beyond GDP policy-making, BRAINPOoL’s desk research, interviews and workshops
with policy actors in several European countries, as well as at the OECD and EU has
shown that this demand for Beyond GDP policy making has not yet been linked very well
to an actual demand for Beyond GDP indicators. BRAINPOoL also assessed what the barriers are to using new measures of societal progress in a broad sense to guide policy.
This section summarizes BRAINPOoL’s findings on demand for Beyond GDP indicators and
builds (heavily) on Whitby et al. (2014) and Hák et al. (2012).
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Understanding the supply, influence and success of Beyond GDP indicators
Despite their many useful applications, the number and diversity of alternative indicators
has made it difficult for their relevance and meaning to be appreciated and decision makers often still lack the broad-based information needed for ‘good’ decision-making. In fact
the very diversity or ‘over-abundance’ of Beyond GDP indicators is cited as one
of the reasons that has prevented any alternative indicators emerging to counterbalance the dominance of GDP.
This abundance can cause both competition between producers of indicators and confusion from potential users. Concentrating efforts on increasing the supply of scientific information, scientists may not be producing information considered relevant or useful by
decision makers, and may simply be producing too much of the wrong kind of information. On the other hand, actual and potential users may have specific information needs that go unmet.
BRAINPOoL identified nine key categories that describe the intentions on indicator producers. These included influencing the public, enhancing knowledge, pursuing democratic
goals, providing tools for others and encouraging data collection. By far the most important goal, however, was to influence policy, with an important distinction between
indicators associated with broad ‘macro-economic’ objectives and indicators aimed at
informing specific finer-grained ‘micro’ policy decisions. Beyond these intentions, BRAINPOoL has looked into the actual ‘use’ of indicators and identified some different types:
•

Instrumental use of indicators describes situations where indicators are seen as
objective information tools to improve policy-making. Typically, the discourse
used in this model is about solving problems and providing information. An indicator has an influence when it is ‘used’ directly by a policy-maker and this consciously influences their decisions.

•

Conceptual use, on the other hand, sees the prime value of the indicator to be
more intangible and less about their actual direct use. In this model, indicators influence how policy-makers think through a process of ‘enlightenment’. Indicators
(or indeed the framework they are placed in) might affect how decision-makers
define problems, or provide new perspectives on problems. This is particularly relevant for Beyond GDP indicators, given the conceptual power of GDP itself.

•

Finally political use encompasses three interesting sub-categories:
o

o

o

Legitimization use – where indicators are used to justify or bolster a decision which has already been taken. Where the indicators that are successful tend to be ones that provide the desired message. This is also
called strategic use.
Tactical use – quite a specific use of indicators, whereby decisions are
postponed or avoided with the excuse that data is being awaited. The content of the indicator is actually of little relevance.
Symbolic use – whereby indicators are being used to convey a message
or present an image.
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Given this diverse and sometimes dubious range of uses noted, a necessary question to
be asked is what types of use or influence of alternative indicators should actually be
counted as a ‘success’? From BRAINPOoL’s interviews and workshops it can be concluded
that many policy actors believe that alternative indicators are most liable to achieve
‘success’ (in terms of becoming broadly adopted by a critical mass of mainstream policy
actors or catalyzing a change public policies) once they meet a set of criteria which
many in the Beyond GDP field would regard as lacking the necessary innovation.
Thus their methodologies must be consistent with the current economic model
and be directly linkable to existing economic instruments and tools (e.g. costbenefit analysis, resource efficiency).

Understanding demand for beyond GDP indicators
The BRAINPOoL project explored how key actual and potential users understand and relate to alternative indicators, the range of success factors and drivers which determine
the uptake of indicators into policy and the various institutional and other barriers that
need to be overcome for this to happen. A crucial finding of BRAINPOoL is that the reality of production, diffusion, use and impact of indicators clearly illustrates that
the uptake of indicators depends on a much more complex set of mechanisms
than a simple reaction to the state of demand.
Very few of the actors that were interviewed considered themselves to be a “user” or
“producer” of alternative indicators. Most of them appear to be somewhere in the middle
of the process – as part of demand and supply, production and use – and uncomfortable
with a reductive term to describe the whole landscape of processes surrounding new indicators. There are, however, still a range of key findings that can be usefully summarized
under the title of ‘demand’.
An important question is who is expressing demand for alternative indicators. BRAINPOoL
identified several types of demand:
•

Societal demand...for new models:
BRAINPOoL found little evidence for strong ‘bottom up’ societal demand for indicators themselves. The general public, of course, does not think in terms of indicators, but in terms of human dimensions and societal change that impacts their
daily lives. Parts of civil society are expressing a genuine and often widespread
demand for solutions to various environmental, social and economic problems that
face society. In this way civil society plays a role as an informal stakeholder that
affects broad trends, without being directly involved in the production or promotion of alternative indicators.

•

Political demand…for new measures:
Demand for Beyond GDP indicators tends to come when they are seen to be compatible with the status quo or incremental change (e.g. enhancing well-being at
work to support profit maximization). However, an increasing political demand has
been observed for a single, simple, yet multi-dimensional indicator – despite the
obstacles faced by the creation of such synthesized tools – and better environmental indicators.
Where political demand does exist it is often either associated with pressure from
civil society, or is strongly dependent on the existence of a legal or regulatory
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framework mandating the use of alternative indicators e.g. as part of obligatory
evaluation procedures or national sustainable development strategies in which indicators often have a specific role to play. Political demand also tends to be
strongest at the local and regional levels.
•

Radical demand vs. Status quo:
The different types of demand for Beyond GDP indicators seen at societal and political level are all questioning GDP to some extent. However, the actors hold very
different expectations about the outcomes of Beyond GDP, ranging somewhere
between two extremes:
o The replacement of GDP with another aggregated indicator, with the goal
of reassessing the link between measurement and the evolution of society.
Here, calls for ‘beyond GDP’ indicators are essentially calls for a ‘beyond
GDP’ society.
o This contrasts with a stance that favors an evolution of the current economic system, rather than the development of an alternative vision, with
the addition of new indicators alongside GDP to support the goal of extending the existing statistical system.

•

Democratic demand:
BRAINPOoL found a ‘demand for democratization’ of (Beyond GDP) indicators. The
‘action research’ showed that agreement exists on the need for a general democratization of the construction and development phases of indicators, and for
greater access to statistical information. The recurrence of such demands strongly
contrasts with the actual context in which they are commonly formulated: high
technicality of debates, high-level actors targeted, frequently costly processes,
events and conferences without media coverage and with low civil society representation.

Generally, however, BRAINPOoL found that the actual application of Beyond GDP indicators in policy remains weak, both within institutions and in the policy making process. In fact, in the context of policy making, one can speak of a lack of
demand. This weak demand can be explained in terms of:
N
N
N

A lack of belief in the need to move away from GDP and a lack of knowledge of
the alternatives amongst potential users (‘user factors’);
Difficulties of moving away from GDP in relation to current political context
(‘policy factors’);
Concerns about the quality, robustness and neutrality Beyond GDP indicators
themselves (‘indicator factors’).

Much of the reasons for the fact that, to date, alternative indicators have had only a relatively limited role in actual policy use relate to barriers to the use of alternative indicators
in policy making that BRAINPOoL discovered (see the next section).
Barriers to the use of Beyond GDP indicators in policy
Some of the barriers to the use of Beyond GDP indicators in policy can be seen as inevitable consequence of the ambitious aims and methodologies of Beyond GDP indicators
themselves and are thus somewhat intrinsic and insoluble, while others both can be –
and need to be – overcome if alternative indicators are to flourish in the future. This se43
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cond set of barriers is predominantly not about the indicators per sé, but rather about
the policies, narratives, and policy-making techniques that they are associated with.
The Beyond GDP framework looks at problems from a wider perspective. It strives for
progress in a broader sense, not only economically, but also in the social and ecological
sense. Different policy domains tend to define “progress” differently. For instance, economic policy will define it in terms of GDP, while environmental policy might define it in
terms of decreased pollution. Therefore, using ‘Beyond GDP’ indicators in policy making
means ‘balanced’ policy making, i.e. to balance different objectives for the policy domains involved (for instance, labor policy, economic policy, environmental policy, etc.). It
is important to emphasize that ‘balanced’ does not just mean the adoption of social and
environmental goals in parallel with economic goals but rather a more integrated approach to economic and other policy making. Without successfully merging the currently
parallel policy processes we are in no position to understand whether or not we are moving towards well-being and genuine progress for societies, both for current and future
generations. Based on BRAINPOoL’s ‘action research’, Van Bree and Slob (2014) clustered the most important barriers or challenges to the use of Beyond GDP indicators in
policy in five categories:
1. Harmonization of concepts
One of the major barriers to the use of ‘alternative’ indicators in policy is confusion about
the ‘Beyond GDP’ concept itself. Confusions and divergent interpretations of what exactly
is meant by Beyond GDP arise from the large number of institutions and actors now
working on alternative indicators. Institutionalization of alternative indicators, and policies associated with them, will be partly dependent on the existence of common and recognized Beyond GDP definitions and labels. Conceptual clarification and convergence are
therefore seen as crucial requirements to enhance the use of Beyond GDP indicators in
policy making. A cacophony of terms to refer to the Beyond GDP concept should be
avoided. Throughout our work we found that the divergent and contrasting nature of
concepts which underlie different Beyond GDP indicators is leading to damaging confusions, which are acting as a barrier to use. Little understanding of alternative indicators
amongst politicians and officials is a key factor in the lack of political demand.
Confusion about the Beyond GDP concept is caused by the inherent (but necessary)
complexity that emerges from various attempts to define progress as a multi-dimensional
concept that includes the wealth of phenomena that lies outside the measurement of
economic growth. Competing concepts of quality of life, living standards, human development and sustainable development contribute to increased confusion, while many
terms, such as well-being or sustainability, are used to mean different things by different
actors. Of course this pursuit is the raison d'être of alternative indicators but it results in
a cascade of interlinked challenges and hurdles. It is exactly this complexity that means
there is, as yet, no agreed or harmonized alternative to GDP as a broad measure of societal progress. A central question is who, or which official body, has the legitimacy (i.e.
broad support and trust) to coordinate the needed convergence towards a harmonized
concept of Beyond GDP?
Such harmonization will strengthen the chances of Beyond GDP indicators being successfully adopted in policy.
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2. Comparison of progress as shown by Beyond GDP indicators
One aspect of the modern policy environment is that globalization has created more
awareness of developments in other countries or regions. As a result (international)
comparisons are meaningful to assess the nature of political success. From this perspective it is important that progress as shown by Beyond GDP indicators is comparable
across countries and regions. International harmonization of Beyond GDP indicator concepts is a first step to achieve this comparability. The possibility to compare/benchmark
progress with developments in other countries or regions will make it easier for politicians to understand Beyond GDP indicators. Yet another challenge is that specificities of
problems can vary locally. During BRAINPOoL’s action research it was therefore stated
that there is a need for “internationally harmonized ‘core accounts’ to compare global
Beyond GDP issues but that are flexible enough to be able to show local specificities of
problems”.
3. Capture the relevant components of progress
As progress is a multi-dimensional concept that goes beyond the economic domain of
GDP, the whole point is to use a range of variables in an integrated policy process in order to better manage the trade-offs between these dimensions. This requires the ability
to deal with trade-offs between different policy domains, and to manage complexity
without recourse to the standard economic models. The concepts that are key to Beyond
GDP are seen to be more dynamic and harder to measure. Furthermore, some of the
‘other desirable outcomes’ may only make a difference in the longer term. As voters are
believed to take a short-term perspective, policy tends to keep a strong emphasis on the
short-term perspective. A challenge therefore is not only to ensure longevity in terms of
robust quantitative measures, but also to successfully embed and assess the long-term in
current policy actions. In a way this requires the creation of a social ‘utility function’ in
which trade-offs between different domains and time scales enter the ‘equation’. Quotations are used because this is not just a matter of weighting in quantitative terms.
A last important factor to take into account is that the general public does not think in
terms of indicators; in the end it is all about the relevant subjects that policy addresses,
and persistent problems that will be solved by policy actions. Beyond GDP indicators
should bring a relevant message to the general public.
4. Credibility of Beyond GDP indicators: from data to sustainable policies one
can trust
Beyond GDP indicators need credibility and legitimacy to succeed. A number of factors
are relevant in this regard. Firstly, there is a challenge to decide what has to be measured, and how. This would also require scientific consensus on methodological foundations of the indicators themselves. The ‘action research’ of the BRAINPOoL project
showed that it is often felt that there is a lack of scientifically neutral evaluation of existing Beyond GDP indicators. Secondly, data quality is a particular concern, including questions regarding reliability and the belief that these measures do not change over time.
The message that Beyond GDP indicators bring forward should be credible, i.e. not be
easy to manipulate. A challenge here is that some alternative indicator producers work
within a framework of simply providing ‘neutral’ information, while others are clearly
connected to particular agendas. Being neutral is generally regarded as the best route to
achieving legitimacy. Politicians sometimes have a certain reluctance to connect policy
targets directly to (Beyond GDP) indicators. Politicians tend to use specific indicators that
fit to their goals.
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5. Understanding the message that Beyond GDP indicators give
One of the findings of the BRAINPOoL project is that indicators are unlikely to be used if
they have been developed in isolation from the policy process and agenda or allowed to
drift apart from that process and agenda. This touches partly upon the initial hypothesis
of the BRAINPOoL project that producers of indicators and their potential users should be
interacting more effectively. Interaction should be seen in a broader context than talking
about methodological aspects of indicators in their early phase of development. What
really matters for policy is the message that Beyond GDP indicators highlight, and accordingly, what policy actions can be taken based on this message. The interactions
should thus also focus on possible responses to the indicator outcomes. This means that
policy makers should understand what type of policies they can implement to improve
the indicator value, i.e. ‘the state of society’ as shown by the Beyond GDP indicator. A
challenge in this context still is how to set a threshold to move from indicator results to
policy targets. Which indicator value represents the line between a ‘good’ or ‘bad’ situation? There is a need for common criteria to setting policy targets.
Alternative indicators should not only be understood by and targeted at policy makers; it
is crucial to their success that they have relevance for a broader audience. Indicator initiatives tend to be effective when they allow the production of a ‘simple’ and ‘attractive’
message that links to a concept the general public cares about. These could be messages
that convey a sense of urgency and give receivers of the message an idea about how the
urgency of the situation affects them personally. The challenge here is to achieve this
outcome even if the indicators provide information about phenomena that are less immediately tangible, such as long-term environmental issues.

The IN-STREAM project (FP7)
Another example of a research project on alternative indicators after the publication of
the ‘Stiglitz report’ is the IN-STREAM project [Integration of Mainstream Economic Indicators with Sustainable Development]. Particularly of interest regarding demand for Beyond GDP indicators is their Deliverable 7.2 ‘Opportunities for a better use of indicators in
policy-making: emerging needs and policy recommendations’.
For some thematic policy areas such as Resource efficiency, Climate change and Cohesion, the IN-STREAM project has investigated what indicators are available; which indicators are actually used in policy making; and where there are some policy needs not completely satisfied with the current supply of indicators. It is acknowledged by the INSTREAM project that there are limitations of GDP in measuring true progress and that
GDP should be somehow complemented with alternative indicators. However, the authors
indicate that:
“Sustainability indicators as a whole are, seemingly, rarely referred to as alternative to
GDP when measuring or discussing a country’s progress/growth.” (Bassi et al. 2011,
168).
The project therefore tried to find out where there actually is demand for alternative indicators, and why some indicators are more popular than others.
The authors conclude that, in the DPSIR model, there are currently a fair number of indicators that focus on state and pressures, while fewer are measuring impacts and re46
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sponses. As a result indicators are primarily used in the early phases of the policy cycle
(i.e. problem recognition and the assessment of policy options). It is argued that there is
an importance of using indicators also at later stages of policy development. Furthermore, to evaluate the effectiveness of policy, it is stressed that alternative indicators are
essential to duly take social and environmental considerations into account. For example
the issue of ecological thresholds and tipping points is of particular concern, as are issues
of resource limits and planetary boundaries. Bassi et al (2011) stress that it is especially
important to introduce resource related indicators in sectoral policies. These will
be crucial for target setting and monitoring of resource use by specific sectors of the
economy and/or products, especially in those sectors with the largest environmental impact such as housing, food and drink industry and mobility. The IN-STREAM
project thus clearly demands a good set of (alternative) indicators at the core of what
DESIRE’s WP8 is about.
An important conclusion of the authors is that there is a fundamental need for a better
integration of economic and environmental accounting. This need is triggered by a growing world population and associated growth in production and consumption, which increases stress on resources and ecosystems. First there is an important role for sustainability indicators. Second, the IN-STREAM project sees a value in having an increasing
informed public so that citizens become informed and can participate in debates on an
economy that respects ecological values, resource limits and supports well-being and
progress. The authors conclude that especially the ‘communication role’ of indicators
seems to be a determining factor of demand for alternative or Beyond GDP indicators:
“Some indicators may be simply too complex to be easily communicated. Some indicators are not better than others, but can rather have different functions. While some may
be more suitable for policy and research, others would be more appropriate to communicate a message to the outside world. It is therefore important that the right indicators
are used for the right purpose. There is sometime a trade-off between meaningfulness
and clarity that should be taken into account in policy making. While in general the communicability of sustainability indicators and the awareness around their importance
should be improved, it may also be necessary to choose different indicators for analysis
and for communication.” (Bassi et al. 2011, 169)
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Quality of life indicators based on the operationalization
of human needs

GDP only indicates the economic value of the production of goods and services. Alternative indicators correcting GDP primarily capture certain aspects that contribute to social
welfare, but the monetization of non-market services is, to say the least, challenging.
The existing non-monetary indicators that replace GDP with composite aggregates of
human welfare seem to lack robustness and have various methodological limitations. This
chapter starts from a non-monetary human needs perspective, exploring the option to
relate it to the resource use. In other words, we approach the issue of resource use from
a social perspective by describing material outputs as one of the satisfiers of human
needs. This approach places human needs in the center of the discussion of resource efficiency. The concept of an outcome indicator for quality of life as a “satisfaction of current
fundamental needs” could contribute to shift the theoretical approach from an endless
process of actualization of infinite needs in form of consumption to the idea of sufficiency.
The starting point for this kind of indicator development is Max-Neef’s Human Scale Development theory.

4.3.1 Max-Neef’s Human Scale Development
The theory of Human Scale Development was developed by Manfred Max-Neef as an answer to the failure of neo-liberal monetarism and state-centered developmentalism to
solve socio-economic problems in the Latin American countries. Max-Neef’s approach
promotes the transition from a quantity-centered development process towards a more
qualitative-oriented development.
The underlying insights of this theory are briefly summarized below (Max-Neef, Elizalde,
and Hopenhayn 1991):
•

Max-Neef’s first postulate of the Human Scale Development states that development concerns people and not objects. In other words, development focuses on
quality, rather than on quantities. However, as quality has so far been mainly approached as a subjective parameter, people use objective and quantifiable indicators to monitor development. The basic idea of Human Scale Development is that
interpreting growth of GDP as development is a misconception, because human
needs are not met with goods and services, but by means of satisfiers. People
partially meet their needs with different goods and services depending on culture
or time. Therefore, the economy is only one of various means through which humans fulfill their needs. All in all, human scale development improves the options
people have to meet their fundamental human needs and consequently, aims at
diversifying these options.

•

The Human Scale Development paradigm defines needs as finite, few, classifiable, and non-hierarchal. Conventionally, meeting needs is regarded as a gradual process (e.g. Maslow’s pyramid (Maslow 1943)). Gradual steps imply that
“human needs arrange themselves in hierarchies of pre-potency. That is to say,
the appearance of one need usually rests on the prior satisfaction of another,
more pre-potent need” (Maslow 1943, 370). This pre-potency means that, for example, the need of self-esteem can only be fulfilled once the primary needs of
hunger, protection and love are already satisfied. According to Max-Neef, a sys48
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tem of human needs knows no such strict linear development and no hierarchies,
except for the need of subsistence (basic needs). Needs are interrelated and interactive, nearly equally weighted and met by a number of satisfiers. For instance,
the need of understanding can be met by literature (having and doing), participation in clubs and educational organizations (interacting). In other words, a finite
need of understanding can be satisfied by an infinite number of satisfiers in form
of goods and services (both monetary and non-monetary). Even needs for subsistence find realization in different satisfiers in form of available natural products,
preferred diets and a variety of materials.
•

In contrast to needs, satisfiers are infinite and changeable and represent everything that helps us in a specific time and place to meet our needs and determine
the “prevailing mode hat a culture or society ascribes to needs. […] Satisfiers may
include, among other things, forms of organization, political structures, social
practices, subjective conditions, values and norms, spaces, contexts, modes,
types of behavior and attitudes, all of which are in a permanent state of tension
between consolidation and change” (Max-Neef, Elizalde, and Hopenhayn 1991,
24). While needs and satisfiers are related, they are not paired in groups. A need
may require different satisfiers in order to be met, while a satisfier may contribute
at the same time to fulfill several needs. For instance, the satisfier “family” is related to the need of protection, understanding, affection, and identity, to name a
few. A need for identity can, however, also be satisfied through common values,
language or religion.

•

Satisfiers are culturally determined. Regardless of the type of society, human
needs stay constant, although people’s choices of the quantity and quality of satisfiers changes over time and places. All societies adopt different approaches to
meet the same fundamental needs. Max-Neef argues that cultural change is predominantly the result of “dropping traditional satisfiers for the purpose of adopting
new or different ones” (1991, 18). The link between needs, satisfiers and goods
reveals an increasing degree of complexity:
1.
2.
3.

•

Needs are universal for all cultures and time and follow a single linear track.
Satisfiers behave in a two-fold way: they change according to the political and
economic pace of complexity and are diversified in cultural conditions.
Economic goods (products, artifacts) behave in a three-fold way:
o they change according to short-term events (e.g. fashion),
o they vary according to cultures, and
o they vary according to social strata within these cultures.

Considering different types of satisfiers, there are, in practice, several general
policy paths that can improve quality of life:
1.

Relative amounts of wealth usually have a greater impact on satisfaction than
absolute amounts. “If some people meet their needs for identity by consuming more than others to enhance their self-esteem, we could reduce everyone’s material consumption above and beyond absolute needs by half without
affecting relative consumption nor anyone’s ability to fulfill the need for identity” (Farley et al. 2002, 262).
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Changing society’s preferences: stimulating people to rely more on public
transportation rather than on personal vehicles or by changing demand for
specific food that contribute to high unsustainability.
Ensure that if the wants are increased, the society also increases opportunities to satisfy these wants within the planet’s carrying capacity (ibid.).

Therefore, the human needs perspective focuses on development that can be attained
through use of less resource intense and therefore more sustainable strategies available
in order to fulfill needs (Grünberger and Omann 2011). In the next subchapter, we will
provide an example for a comprehensive classification of human needs and their satisfiers, which would allow the transition towards increasing human welfare without compromising consumption of satisfiers.

4.3.2 Classification of human needs
Human needs can be classified according to many criteria. Max-Neef organized them
conceptually in two categories:
1. existential (fulfilling a variety of inherent states of activities) and
1. axiological (value-based), which intercept and form a matrix (Table 4 below).
While the existential category refers to activities such as being, having, doing and interacting, the axiological category covers needs such as subsistence, protection, affection,
understanding, participation, idleness, creation, identity and freedom.
Needs for “being” are collective or personal qualities that are expressed as nouns related
to the human inherent attributes as biological constitution, character and values. Needs
for “having” address objects and things like institutions, tools, as well as norms, and are
also expressed in nouns. “Doing” reflects personal or collective actions that can be expressed in form of verbs. Finally, “interacting” has to do with social settings and locations, human environment, etc. The axiological categories of subsistence, protection, affection, understanding, participation, idleness, creation, identity and freedom unfold a
variety of values in different life spheres.
A matrix resulting from the combination of existential and axiological needs shows a
number of satisfiers that are used to meet basic human needs. It also demonstrates that
many of the satisfiers affect production and consumption patterns. Taking an example of
Max-Neef, needs for understanding and doing include satisfiers like investigating, studying, experimenting, educating, analyzing, meditating and interpreting, etc. This group of
satisfiers has an impact on the production and consumption of goods and services, which
can include literature, tools and artifacts or computers. “The function of these goods is to
empower the doing of understanding” (Max-Neef, Elizalde, and Hopenhayn 1991, 31).
Another important aspect of satisfiers is that they are generally non-material. Following
the previous example, the need of “understanding” and “having” has a satisfier “literature” and can be realized through goods like “books”. Similarly, a need of “understanding” and “doing” can have a satisfier “meditating”, while the latter can be met by e.g.
visiting a meditation workshop or just reflecting on its own (Cruz, Stahel, and Max-Neef
2009).
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Table 4: Fundamental Human Needs according to Max-Neef (1991)
Need

Being
(qualities)

Having
(things)

Doing
(actions)

Interacting
(settings)

Subsistence

physical and
mental health

food, shelter,
work

feed, clothe,
rest, work

living environment, social
setting

Protection

care, adaptability, autonomy

social security,
health systems,
work

co-operate,
plan, take
care of, help

social environment, dwelling

Affection

respect, sense
of humor, generosity, sensuality

friendships, family, relationships
with nature

share, take
care of, make
love, express
emotions

privacy, intimate spaces of
togetherness

Understanding

critical capacity,
curiosity, intuition

literature, teachers, policies, educational

analyze,
study, meditate, investigate,

schools, families, universities, communities,

Participation

receptiveness,
dedication,
sense of humor

responsibilities,
duties, work,
rights

cooperate,
dissent, express opinions

associations,
parties, churches, neighborhoods

Leisure

imagination,
tranquility,
spontaneity

games, parties,
peace of mind

day-dream,
remember,
relax, have
fun

landscapes, intimate spaces,
places to be
alone

Creation

imagination,
boldness, inventiveness, curiosity

abilities, skills,
work, techniques

invent, build,
design, work,
compose,
interpret

spaces for expression, workshops, audiences

Identity

sense of belonging, selfesteem, consistency

language, religions, work, customs, values,
norms

get to know
oneself,
grow, commit
oneself

places one belongs to, everyday settings

dissent,
choose, run
develop
awareness

anywhere

Freedom

autonomy, pasequal rights;
sion, selfmeans of comesteem, openmunication
mindedness
Source: Max-Neef, Elizalde, and Hopenhayn (1991)
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But, what happens when needs are not properly satisfied? In this case, the concept of
poverties is used. Since satisfiers represent not only economic means of generating
goods and services, there is no “poverty” as such, but “poverties” in plural form. Thus,
each society can be considered rich with respect to specific satisfiers, but poor
with respect to other satisfiers.
The classification of satisfiers can be extended based on the specific functions that satisfiers perform. Singular satisfiers focus primarily on satisfaction of one single needs and
do not address other needs (e.g. insurance system, housing program). Synergic satisfiers, on the contrary can satisfy simultaneously several different needs (e.g. breast feeding, direct democracy). In addition, in conditions where proper satisfiers are not available, a number of violators, destroyers, pseudo-satisfiers, etc. take their place. Violators
(or destroyers) are a type of satisfiers that often contribute to a significant impairment of
the need and negatively affect other needs when they are applied with good intentions.
For example, weapons are purposively used as a satisfier of the need of protection, however in fact it only increases insecurity and disrupt satisfaction of other needs. Similarly,
pseudosatisfiers are elements that falsely satisfy a specific need (e.g. stereotypies for
need of understanding or prostitution for the need of affection). Inhibiting satisfiers is
another type of satisfiers identified by Max Neef, and which generally oversatisfy a given
need (e.g. authoritarian classroom or commercial television) (Max-Neef, Elizalde, and
Hopenhayn 1991).

4.3.3 Operationalization of needs and satisfiers
Building on the conceptual framework developed by Eisenmenger and colleagues (2014),
Figure 6 describes the interlinkages between quality of life and capital, which provides
the basis for the calculation of a resource efficiency indicator based on human needs.
According to the model, the input of different forms of capital feeds into the industrial
metabolism, which produces goods and services with and without a market value. These
goods and services (monetary and non-monetary) are then consumed by final consumers, which can contribute to the satisfaction of human needs.
Natural capital plays a significant role by providing ecosystem services:
• regulating and supportive functions
• provision of a resource base, which then further is transformed into products and
services for cultural and recreational purposes (Ash et al. 2010).
The latter two satisfy directly and indirectly human needs and thus produce economic
and social welfare. Natural capital as a healthy and beautiful environment affects the
quality of life as much as the quantity of minerals, water, energy provide for the economic production. At the same time, other types of capital also provide services for humans
that can only be accounted for subjectively, e.g. social capital in the form of networks
and norms that facilitate cooperative action, human capital as the knowledge and information stored in form of social and cultural memory and patterns of behavior. Thus, it is
the accountable outputs of the socio-industrial metabolism as well as unaccountable capitals contribute to satisfaction of human needs. In this view, “economic production may
best be seen as a means to a potentially (but not necessarily) improved QOL [quality of
life] rather than an end in itself” (Costanza et al. 2007).
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Figure 6: Conceptual framework linking human needs and the different types of
capital

Source: Wuppertal Institute
In line with Figure 3, production and consumption activities exert pressures on the environment from the input and the output side. These pressures result in a change of state
in the environment, which finally results in an end-point impact. As explained in Section
2.4, midpoint impacts are also represented as a measure of potential impact, since it is
common practice to link pressures to midpoint impacts and then to endpoint impacts. As
shown in the picture, pressures exerted by production and consumption end up affecting
natural capital, whose status is closely coupled with quality of life. Overall, a closed system is shown in which capital, satisfaction of needs and the environmental effects are the
central pillars.
Currently, only a part of natural capital (in form of supply of natural resources such as
materials, water, etc.) and manufactured capital (technologies, buildings, machinery) can
be quantified in physical units. In addition, financial capital can be measured in monetary
terms. Delivering proper measures of social or human capital has proven to be much
more difficult. This is also the case for regulating, cultural and supporting services provided by natural capital. In this context, the figure above suggests that input-output
models are a convenient, but still over-simplified, representation of complex input-output
relations between the different forms of capital and quality of life.
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Capital satisfies human needs by providing different forms of quantifiable economic
goods and services as satisfiers of human needs, as well as intangible and nonaccountable goods and services. The quantification of satisfiers follows objective and subjective criteria. Max-Neef “Matrix of Human Needs” and Nussbaum and Glover “Basic
Human Functional Capabilities”, (Costanza et al. 2007) offer a definition of quality of life
(human welfare) as an extent to which human needs are met in relation to human perceptions of their own life satisfaction. In other words, a proxy for human welfare is a
combination of objective and subjective indicators. Objective indicators of material
well-being express availability of manufactured and natural capital etc., while subjective
criteria assess personal perceptions. While objective indicators can be based on official
statistics, subjective rely on surveys and interviews, which are not yet sufficiently integrated in official accounting systems.
In practice, all five types of capital “objectively” influence the quality of life of people.
The information on quality of life can be found in a number of statistical sources which
focus their investigations in areas of nutrition, housing, education, health and life longevity, etc. However, wellbeing is always a “subjectively” perceived quality. Studies
addressing subjective well-being of people (e.g. Happy Planet Index or Happy Life Years
Index) raise a lot of attention, but are also strongly debated, especially when they put
quality of life in relation to physical indicators. At least there seems to be a common understanding that subjectively perceived well-being of people correlates with the rise in
material wealth up to a point where absolute needs are satisfied. It stays more or less
constant after a threshold of satisfaction has been reached (Farley et al. 2002).
In order to satisfy needs, it is important to realize that needs are the most crucial dimensions of human life and cannot be reviewed as good, bad, sustainable or unsustainable.
Grünberger and Omann call needs “those reasons for action that require no further explanation or justification" (2011, n.p.). However, objective and subjective parameters of
needs can be assessed in form of functionings and capabilities, a terminology proposed by Nobel Prize winning economist Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum (Nussbaum
and Sen 1993). Functionings imply access to satisfiers, while capabilities include states of
being and opportunities of doing. Functionings can be estimated in objective criteria (for
example, access to education) and capabilities can be estimated by what value people
attribute to satisfiers in particular societies. For instance, a person, who wears second
hand clothing because he/she cannot afford new clothes and a person, who wears second
hand clothes to make a political or cultural statement. In the first case, clothing is a functioning to satisfy a need of subsistence (basic need), while in the second case it is based
on a subjective choice (capabilities). Therefore, the human development approach focuses both on options people possess to meet their (basic) needs and the socially determined choices that people can make and how they perceive their quality of life. It is obvious that subjective capabilities are related to cultural development and the state of social capital.
The resource productivity of the socio-industrial metabolism would imply ideally comparing all inputs of the systems (all types of capitals) with the extent how effectively objective and subjective criteria of human needs are met). The task of operationalization of all
human needs from objective and subjective perspective is exclusively difficult to operationalize (Farley et al. 2002). An example of a possible operationalization of quality of life
based on fulfillment of human needs is presented in Table 5, which provides an example
of empirical indicators that could be used to estimate a general notion of wellbeing in
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society (based on use of different types of capital). The operationalization can be estimated on two scales: individual and national scales. The individual scale represents values people put into satisfaction of particular needs, while national scale includes data
that describes access of population to fulfilling particular needs. Following this methodological idea, an index serving as an indicator of overall human wellbeing could be created
(Costanza et al. 2007).
Table 5 Example of operationalization of needs based on subjective and objective criteria in terms of quality of life
Need

Individual scale

National scale

Subsistence

Self reports on: caloric intake,
access to clean air, water.
Access
to
health
care
Self
reports
on:
maternity
leave/child care
Self reports on: maternity leave /
child care
Family provision for care
Household and child care allocation within household

National data on: caloric deficiencies
Aggregated data health care

Reproduction
and
care

Security

Self reports on: who provides
care in case of acute, chronic illness
Who provides care for aged parents etc.
Interpersonal violence experience
Environmental practices

Affection

Self reports on: level of attachment to significant others

Understanding

Self reports on: newspaper, radio,
tv, internet usage for news information
Self reports on: volunteering,
association memberships

Participation

Leisure
Spirituality

Creativity/emotiona
l expression
Identity

Self reports on: time use, activities pursued, money spent
Self
reports
on:
spiritual/transcendent experiences, spiritual organization membership
Time spent on spiritual activities
Self reports on: free time use
Sense of play in work, etc.

Self reports on: major statuses,
sense of “place”
Freedom
Self reports on: personal freedoms in various social contexts
(family, work, religion, etc.)
Source: Costanza et al. (2007)

National data on: existence and
scope of family leave laws
Aggregated data on family provision and care
Aggregated data on household duties
National data on: nursing homes,
shared housing, multigenerational
households
Aggregated data on who provides
care
Crime statistics
Aggregated data on environmental
practices
National data on: aggregated data
on levels of attachment, suicide,
homicide
Aggregated data on: media usage
for news
National data on: aggregated data
on volunteering, association membership
Aggregated data: time use, activities pursued and money spent
National data on: religious/spiritual
book production/sales number and
diversity of religious/spiritual organizations
National data on “elite culture”,
organizations, events, participation
Aggregated data on free time use
Aggregated data on: statuses and
sense of “place”
National data on: freedom indicators, expression, press, voting policies etc.
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4.3.4 Outcome indicator with respect to resource use
Following the discussion of capital and quality of life, we focus on operationalization of
the ratio between the use of natural capital and satisfiers to human needs. The input of
human, social (cultural) capital will not be further considered. Material flows as an expression of the use natural capital is used as a physical input for the production of goods
and services that contribute to the fulfillment of human needs. At the same time, natural
capital can provide services that directly contribute to our quality of life.
But, how exactly does natural capital contribute to the satisfaction of human needs? According to Max Neef’s classification of human needs (Table 4) two out of four existential
categories of needs are related to the “capabilities” of people and use of social rather
than natural capital. Categories of “Being” and “Doing” imply individual subjective abilities and attitudes primarily derived from human and social capital even though they often
have a material component. In addition, the category “Interacting” primarily represents
needs for social communication and settings and thus is also primarily part of the capabilities to form these social settings. However, we can also identify some functions: these
satisfiers can be met by interaction with the natural environment: time spent outside
meets a need for affection, understanding, leisure, identity and creation, to name a few.
The category “Having” is also a category that refers to the function of satisfying human
needs. From the axiological classification, subsistence, protection and freedom represent
primarily needs which require high input of natural capital (Table 6).
Table 6: Operationalization of human needs
Having
Need
Being (qualities)
(things)
physical and men- Access to built and
tal health
natural
capital:
food, water, home,
work, clothes;

Interacting
(settings)

feed, clothes, rest,
work

living
environment,
social setting

Access to protection facilities and
services:
having
home, income (employment), access
to clean environment, with no pollution
hazards,
having
long
life
(life
expectancy),
access
to
healthcare.

co-operate, plan,
take care of, help

social environment,
dwelling

friendships,
relationships
nature

share, take care
of,
make
love,
express emotions

privacy, intimate spaces of togetherness

analyze,
meditate,
gate,

schools,
families, universities,
communities,

subsissistence

Doing (actions)

understanding

affection

protection

care, adaptability,
autonomy

respect, sense of
humor, generosity,
sensuality
critical
capacity,
curiosity, intuition

family,
with

literature,
teachers,
policies, educational

study,
investi-
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humor

imagination, tranquility, spontaneity

imagination, boldness,
inventiveness, curiosity
sense of belonging,
self-esteem,
consistency
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associations,
parties,
churches,
neighborhoods
landscapes,
intimate
spaces, places
to
be
alone

responsibilities,
duties, work, rights

cooperate,
dissent,
express
opinions

games, parties, peace
of mind

day-dream,
remember,
relax,
have fun

abilities, skills, work,
techniques

invent, build, design, work, compose, interpret

spaces
for
expression,
workshops,
audiences

language,
religions,
work, customs, values, norms

get to know oneself, grow, commit
oneself

places
one
belongs
to,
everyday
settings

Access to commu- dissent, choose,
anywhere
run,
risks,
develop
nication and mobility: mass media, awareness
phone,
internet;
and mobility (infrastructure,
transport);
Source: own compilation based on (Max-Neef, Elizalde, and Hopenhayn (1991)
freedom

autonomy, passion,
self-esteem, openmindedness

Max-Neef pointed out, that some satisfiers can meet several needs. For example, a place
to live can serve as a satisfier for subsistence and protection and a long life (indicator life
expectancy) can serve as indicator for “being healthy” and “having long life”. Besides,
other needs and satisfiers are indirectly related to the use of natural stocks, for example,
needs for understanding (satisfier education system) and creation (satisfier materials for
art). Similar explanation applies vice versa to several satisfiers that are related to natural
capital, for example, food as satisfier of subsistence, however indirectly serves as a satisfier for other needs like identity or creation. Even though it not possible to attribute satisfiers for only one specific human need without considering other needs, the chosen approach can be taken as a starting point to describe input-output relations of resource
efficiency going beyond GDP.
Table 7: Possible list of sub-indicators for the outcome index related to the operationalization of human needs and resource efficiency
Satisfiers
Data from Better Life InData from
Other
dex
Sustainable
statistiSociety Incal data
dex
Subsistence: Access to Material living conditions:
BASIC
Access to
built and natural capital:
NEEDS: Ac- means of
food, water, home, work, HOUSING and PROTEC- cess
to mass
clothes;
TION INDICATORS:
built
and communatural
nication:
Protection: Having pro- -Dwellings without basic capital:
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tection
home,
income
(employment), access to
clean environment, with no
pollution hazards, having
long life (life expectancy),
access to healthcare.
Freedom:
Access
to
communication and mobility: mass media, phone,
internet; and mobility (infrastructure, transport)

Telephone;
Internet;
Infrastructure
and public
transport.

facilities (European Union
Statistics on Income and Living
Conditions
(EU-SILC),
National Statistical Offices);
-Housing
expenditure
(OECD calculations based on
OECD National Accounts Database);
-Rooms per person (European Union Statistics on Income and Living Conditions
(EU-SILC), National Statistical
Offices and OECD's calculations);

1.Sufficient
food;
2.Sufficient
to drink;
3.Safe sanitation;
Health:
1. Healthy
life,
2. Clean air,
3. Clean water.

(Eurostat,
UN, etc.)

JOBS INDICATOR
-Employment rate (OECD
Labour Market Statistics Database)
-Job security (ibid);
-Long term unemployment
rate (ibid);
HEALTH
Life
expectancy
(OECD
Health Database)
Source: own compilation (to be extended and modified in the next deliverable)
Satisfiers for needs like subsistence, protection and partially for interaction and freedom
can be quantified in relation to natural and manufactured goods and services. The needs
of subsistence are satisfied with capital that people require to survive, like proper nutrition and potable water, a home, work, clothes, etc. The needs of protection are satisfied
for the most part by the same satisfiers, a functioning healthcare system and a healthy
environment could be added to this category. Finally, although freedom is for the most
part a need based on subjective capabilities, it can only be realized by having access to
different physical means of communication and mobility (see Table 7 above for a possible
list of indicators on macro level).
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5 Conclusions
This chapter summarizes key messages and conclusions made in the four previous chapters of this report.

5.1.1 Conclusions with respect to the current indicators used
•

The current resource efficiency discourse is aiming at putting monetary output indicators (GDP and value added) in relation to resource use or impact indicators.
The focus on GDP, however, often results in limited indication of the actual welfare. In the GDP-era, the indicator is often misinterpreted as a proxy for societal
progress. In contrast, the beyond GDP paradigm offers an opportunity to redefine
what actually contributes to the satisfaction of human needs and improvement of
quality of life, also in relation to resource efficiency.

•

The link between the output and the input indicators used to measure resource efficiency is limited. There is a need for consistency between the numerator and the
denominator in the resource productivity formula in terms of treatment of trade
offs and causality between inputs and outputs. In the first case, DMC and RMC account for domestic extraction plus imports minus exports, although the second
one measures trade in RMEs. In contrast, GDP includes export and subtracts the
imports.

•

Although GDP has proven to be a good indicator to measure economic productivity
in a given year, it omits the benefits of the unaccountable social and ecological
non-market values and overestimates the benefits of monetary value of produced
goods and services.

•

DMC is used as an input indicator to measure the amount of materials directly
used in an economy. Due to its limitations careful judgments have to be applied
when interpreting it. Indicators such as RMC and TMC can also accounts for hidden flows induced by economic production, thus applying a more complete picture
of environmental consequences of the production of goods and services.

•

A comprehensive resource productivity indicator would put all five types of capital
(natural, human, social, manufactured and financial) in relation to quality of life,
since it is a combination of all if them which results on the creation of welfare and
well-being. However, such a change would imply shifting the focus from economic
(monetary) productivity to overall capital productivity. Such a shift would have a
vast number of methodological limitations and thus be unlikely. It would also go
far beyond the original aim of DESIRE which is solely dedicated to resource efficiency – and not overall capital productivity. Rather, we intend to find alternative
outcome indicators which can better indicate the contribution of resource use to
improving the quality of life than mere monetary productivity.
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5.1.2 Conclusions with respect to the demand for alternative indicators
•

There is demand for what could be called “Beyond GDP policy-making”. Yet, this
demand does not result in an actual demand for Beyond GDP indicators.

•

One of the reasons behind the lack of demand for indicators might be the diversity
or abundance of Beyond GDP indicators in the supply side. This results in competition between providers of indicators and confusion among potential users. Further, some of the information needs of potential users are not considered, which
limits their uptake.

•

Despite the well-noted limitations of GDP as welfare indicator, the actual implementation of beyond GDP indicators in policy-making relies on a number of mechanisms that are much more sophisticated than a pure feedback to the state of
demand.

•

In order to meet acceptance alternative indicators need to overcome the limitations of the current GDP indicator, reflect the current economic model and be directly linked to existing economic instruments and tools.

•

In addition to only measuring changes in quantities there is a need to take the
quality of produced goods and services into account.

•

Time should be considered in any indicator system for sustainability, which, despite its challenges, should be addressed complementary to the measurement of
current well-being and economic performance.

5.1.3 Conclusions with respect to the proposed alternative indicators
•

As a result of GDP’s limitations to measure welfare and well-being, a growing
number of existing alternatives clearly strives for an upheaval in assessment of
produced value in socioeconomic metabolism and have potential to duly complement, correct or replace it. These indicators have a macro-level focus and they
have not been related to resource efficiency measurements.

•

Indicators correcting GDP (such as Adjusted Net Savings, Genuine Progress Indicator, Index of Economic Well-Being and Inclusive Wealth Index) not only describe pure monetary gains resulting from the production of goods and services,
but it also include other activities that are traditionally not accounted for in GDP
such as domestic and volunteering services, costs of environmental pollution, as
well as aspects like social equality or cohesion. This is done by putting price tags
on non-market goods and services, which still suffers from considerable methodological limitations.

•

Additionally, indicators replacing and complementing GDP refer for the most part
to the concept of social welfare. Social welfare is a broader concept that represents income received from the production activities and monetary adjustments of
this income, but emphasizes how these changes and products themselves help
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improve overall well-being. Possible use of single aggregated indicators can include Human Development Index, Happy Planet Index, Happy Life Years, Better
Life Index, Sustainable Society Index, Legatum Prosperity Index and GLOBECO
Happiness Index.

5.1.4 Conclusions with respect to resource efficiency indicators
•

Indicators correcting GDP could be used in resource efficiency analysis as economic welfare indicators, only if methodological limitations can be overcome. In
addition, the causal link between many of the (corrected) economic sectors to the
use of natural resources is as weak as in the traditional GDP.

•

The degree of causality between the use of natural resources and the indicators
replacing or complementing GDP varies a lot from case to case. Their potential
use to replace GDP in the resource efficiency ratio not only depends on this, but
also on methodological aspects related to each indicator (e.g. weighting, underlying assumptions, etc.).

•

For the establishment of a clearer causal link between the numerator and the denominator in the resource efficiency formula, a meso-level assessment is needed
that goes beyond GDP and identifies which aspects of quality of life are linked to
natural resource use. For this purpose, we have proposed a conceptual framework
which goes beyond the input-output framework of DESIRE Deliverable 4.2 by relating economic production and consumption activities on the one hand to pressures and impacts of natural resources use, and on the other hand to the concept
of Human Needs as developed by Max-Neef. The conceptual model will be further
refined as basis for the upcoming tasks in WP8.
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Annex 1
Table A1 Definitions of resource efficiency and related concepts
Definitions
5.2
EU
Commission

”Resource efficiency or resource productivity can be defined as the efficiency with which we use energy and materials throughout the economy,
i.e. the value added per unit of resource input. This means that resource
productivity is defined analogously to labour productivity: the value added
per unit of human resource. An example of resource productivity calculation on a national level is dividing the total economic activity of a country
(expressed in GDP) by the total energy use (e.g. in toe) or total materialuse (tons). The reverse of this quotient, i.e. energy use divided by economic activity, is also used and is called the energy intensity of the economy. If the energy (or material) intensity of the economy decreases, dematerialization is said to occur. The given definition of resource efficiency
deals solely with the use to which resources are put. This implies that it
does not consider the way resources are extracted or harvested (upstream
of the economic activity) nor how they are disposed to air, water and soil
(downstream of the economic activity). In order to fully understand the
environmental implications of resource use, it is necessary to include both
upstream and downstream activities (including the use of infrastructure,
transport, dispersive losses, etc.)” (European Commission 2003).
”Resource efficient development allows the economy to create more with
less, delivering greater value with less input, using resources in a sustainable way and minimising their impacts on the environment” (European
Commission 2011a).

OECD

No single definition. Resource efficiency is addressed by definitions of resource productivity and eco-efficiency.
„Resource productivity refers to the effectiveness with which an economy
or a production process is using natural resources. It can be defined with
respect to:
(i) the economic-physical efficiency, i.e. the money value added of outputs
per mass unit of resource inputs used. This is also the focus when the aim
is to decouple value added and resource consumption.
(ii) the physical or technical efficiency, i.e. the amount of resources input
required to produce a unit of output, both expressed in physical terms
(e.g. iron ore inputs for crude steel production or raw material inputs for
the production of a computer, a car, batteries). The focus is on maximising
the output with a given set of inputs and a given technology or on minimising the inputs for a given output.
(iii) the economic efficiency, i.e. the money value of outputs relative to the
money value of inputs. The focus is on minimising resource input costs.
The term also designates an indicator that reflects the output or value
added generated per unit of resources used. This is typically a macroeconomic concept that can be presented alongside labour or capital
productivity. Resource productivity would ideally encompass all natural
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resources and ecosystem inputs that are used as factors of production in
the economy. The term is however often used as a synonym for material
productivity (OECD 2011b)“.
“Eco-efficiency profiles combine economic contribution and environmental
burden by industry. The economic contribution is represented, for example, by the percent each industry contributes to GDP or employment. The
environmental burden is represented by the percent each industry contributes to the emission of various residuals, or the use of materials and
energy” (OECD 2005)
World
Business
Council
on
Sustainable
Development
(WBCSD)
Academia
and consultants

“Eco-efficiency is achieved by the delivery of competitively-priced goods
and services that satisfy human needs and bring quality of life, while progressively reducing ecological impacts and resource intensity throughout
the life-cycle to a level at least in line with the earth s estimated carrying
capacity. In short, it is concerned with creating more value with less impact (WBCSD 2000)”.

•

“Resource efficiency means in general the relation of a desired output of a process to the related resource requirement or –input. If
the input is an economic measure, e.g. value added or GDP, we
speak in the context of whole economies of ”resource productivity”.
Resource efficiency of processes, however, can also refer to physical relations, e.g. the relation of used raw material extraction to the
total extraction of primary materials” (Schu!tz and Bringezu 2008).

•

“In formal terms, ‘resource productivity’ is a ratio: welfare / use of
nature. This ‘ecoefficiency’ ratio expresses how much benefit or
welfare is achieved from one unit of ‘nature’. Increasing ‘ecoefficiency’ means therefore, ‘achieving more from less’ which is an
important element of sustainability. Resource productivity = welfare/use of natural resources; econ-intensity = use of nature / welfare” .
“Resource efficiency has emerged as a management response to
environmental issues associated with production, and is part of a
broader concept of 'sustainable production and consumption' which
involves changes in production and consumption patterns that lead
to sustainable use of natural resources. Resource efficiency has a
myriad of definitions, but is generally accepted to mean the efficiency with which ecological resources are used to meet human
needs” (Boffa Miskell Limited 2009).
“At a national policy level, resource efficiency or resource productivity can be defined as the efficiency with which energy and materials are used throughout the economy, i.e. the value added per
unit of resource input. At the installation level this means ‘making
more with the same quantity of raw materials’” (Thomas and Lles
2004).

•

•

Source: own compilation
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Annex 2
Type of indicator ***
Compound

Netherlands
Most world countries

(Hueting
2011)

Compound

Correct GDP

ANS is an indicator that represents the true
rate of saving in an economy after taking into
Adjusted
account investments in human capital, as well
Net Savings
as depletion of natural capital (depletion of
(ANS)
natural resources and damages caused by
pollution).

ANS = net national saving + education
expenditure – energy depletion – mineral
depletion – net forest depletion – damage
from carbon dioxide emissions – damage
from particulate emissions (net national
saving = gross national saving – consumption of fixed capital). Estimated in percent: by dividing ANS by Gross National
Income (GNI) – both of monetary value.

Sector level**

Measured with large and complex integral
economic-environmental models. Preferences for sustainability imply climate
change threats, resource depletion, etc.
Estimated in monetary terms.

No (indirect)

Coverage

ESNI is defined as the maximum achieved
national income under preferences for sustainability, while technology and societal essential variables as employment remain as
constant (except the size of population).

Link,
Source

No (indirect)

Relation to
GDP

(Environmentally)
Sustainable
National
Income
(eSNI)

Welfare
indicator*

Calculation

Yes

Definition

Yes

Indicator

Correct GDP

Table A2 Beyond GDP Indicators reviewed in DESIRE WP8

(The World
Bank 2014)
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Sector level**

Type of indicator ***

No (indirect)

Compound

Yes

Compound
Compound

No (indirect)

Welfare
indicator*
Yes
Yes

Coverage
Most world countries

(IHDP 2012)

Yes

IWI is a composite indicator that looks at the
Inclusive
sustainability from a perspective of three difWealth Inferent capitals: natural, manufactured (built)
dex (IWI)
and human capitals.

(Jiang et al.
2008)

China

Green GDP
Green GDP is an index of economic developor
Green
ment that adjusts the economic growth for
National
impacts exerted over the environment.
Accounting

GDP – Pollution costs (depletion of natural
stocks and degradation of environment).
The calculation is contributed by looking at
non-market benefits of nature and giving
monetary value to them. Estimated in
monetary terms.
Calculation of IWI based on a number of
complex formulas for natural, human and
manufactured capital of a country. Index
can be positive and negative depending on
the change in capital stocks. All capitals are
estimated in monetary value.

(Genuine
Progress
Project 2014)

20 countries

GPI is a composite indicator that measures
current effective personal consumption expenditure linking it to the social elements
such as divorce, crime factor, unemployment
and changes in leisure time, as well as environmental degradation.

GPI = personal/household consumption
expenditures + household work not counted in GDP + value of volunteer contribution work - crime factor - environmental
degradation factor - family breakdown
factor - overextended worker stress factor exploding consumer debt - inequality of
distribution of wealth and income. Estimated in monetary terms.

Relation to
GDP

Calculation

Correct GDP

Genuine
Progress
Indicator
(GPI) (previously Index of Sustainable
Economic
Welfare
(ISEW)

Definition

Correct GDP

Indicator
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Link,
Source

73

Coverage

Welfare
indicator*

Sector level**

Type of indicator ***

IEWB is a composite indicator that considers
the four components of economic well-being:
effective per capital consumption flows, net
societal accumulation of stocks of productive
resources, income distribution and economic
security.

OECD

Yes

No (indirect)

Compound

(CSLS 2014)

Ecological
Footprint
(EF)

EF is a measure of the demand populations
and activities place on the biosphere in a given
year, given the prevailing technology and resource management of that year.

Calculated for nations and products based
on an extended number of equations. Estimated in the amount of biologically productive land and sea area (ha).

Compund

(Global
Footprint
Network
2014)

Yes

Relation to
GDP

Index
of
Economic
Well-Being
(IEWB)

IEWB = 0.25[adjusted personal consumption+ unpaid labor+ current government
spending excluding debt charges + real
value of changes in working time](index of
life expectancy)+0.25[real capital stock+
stock of research and development+ stock
of human capital+ stock of natural resource wealth+/- net foreign debt- social
costs
of
environmental
degradation]+0.25[0.75*poverty
intensity+0.25*Gini
coefficient]+0.25[0.2772*risk from unemployment+0.4066*risk from financial illness+0.2072*risk from single parenthood
poverty+0.1090*risk from poverty in old
age *Real value of per capita

No

Calculation

Indicator

Most world
countries

Definition

Correct GDP
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Link,
Source

74

Welfare
indicator*

Sector level**

Type of indicator ***

No

No (indirect)

Compound

(Yale
University
2014)

No

No (indirect)

Compound

Coverage

ESI provides insights on a society’s natural
resource endowments and environmental
history, pollution stocks and flows, and resource extraction rates as well as institutional
mechanisms and abilities to change future
pollution and resource use trajectories.

163 Countries

Environmental Sustainability
Index (ESI)

The two objectives that provide the overarching structure of the 2014 EPI are Environmental Health and Ecosystem Vitality.
Environmental Health measures the protection of human health from environmental harm. Ecosystem Vitality measures
ecosystem protection and resource management. These two objectives are further
divided into nine issue categories that span
high-priority environmental policy issues,
including air quality, forests, fisheries, and
climate and energy, among others. Underlying the nine issue categories are 20 indicators calculated from country-level data
and statistics.
ESI is calculated based on five components: environmental systems, reducing
environmental stresses, reducing human
vulnerability, social and institutional capacity and global stewardship, which are
represented by altogether 21 indicators
with 76 variables. All of the chosen components have the same weight within the
index.

Most world countries

The Environmental Performance Index (EPI)
is constructed through the calculation and
Environaggregation of 20 indicators reflecting nationmental Peral-level environmental data. These indicators
formance
are combined into nine issue categories, each
Index (EPI)
of which fit under one of two overarching objectives.

Calculation

Relation to
GDP

Definition

Replace GDP

Indicator
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(SEDAC
2005)

Link,
Source

75

Type of indicator ***
Compound
Compound
Compound

Sector level**
No (indirect)

Coverage

Welfare
indicator*
Yes

No (indirect)

Happy-Life-Years = Life-expectancy at
Happy Life HLY is an indicator describing how long peobirth
x
[0-1]
happiness
Years (HLY) ple thrive in the society.
Estimated in years

(The Centre
for
Bhutan
Studies
&
GNH
Research
2014)

No (indirect)

Gross
tional
piness
(GNH)

Yes

33 indicators are used to cover 9 domains:
psychological wellbeing, health, time-use,
education, cultural diversity and resilience,
good governance, community vitality, ecological diversity and resilience, and living
standards. Information is gathered in a
survey matter.

(GallupHealthways
2014)

Yes

GNH is a multi-dimensional development
approach that seeks to achieve a harmonious
balance between material wellbeing and the
Na- spiritual, emotional and cultural needs of the
Hap- society. It is a single number index developed
from 33 indicators categorized under nine
domains. There are four indicators for every
domain except time-use (2) and living standards (3). The indicators are weighted, while
the most subjective indicators weighted least.

USA, (2014 - Report is due for
140 countries)

The primary method of data gathering is
representative telephone survey. The WBI
Index results is an average of six domains:
life evaluation, emotional health, physical
health, healthy behaviors, work environment and basic access.

Bhutan

WBI is an in-depth, real-time view of populaGalluptions' well-being, giving governments, comHealthways
munities, employers and health plans unWell-Being
matched insight into the health of their popuIndex (WBI)
lations.

Relation to
GDP

Calculation

Replace GDP

Definition

Replace GDP

Indicator
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Link,
Source

(Veenhoven
1996)

76

Welfare
indicator*

Sector level**

Yes

No (indirect)

Compound

Yes

No (indirect)

Compound

(UNDP 2013)

Yes

No (indirect)

Set, Compound

(OECD 2014)

Type of indicator ***

Coverage
Most world countries
Most world countries

BLE is a composite indicator based on 11 dimensions identified as essential to well-being
OECD Bet- in terms of material living conditions (houster Life In- ing, income, jobs) and quality of life (commudex General nity, education, environment, governance,
health, life satisfaction, safety and work-life
balance).

HDI = 1/3 (life expectancy index) + 1/3
(education index) + 1/3 (GDP index). Each
of the dimension indices within the HDI
are calculated by applying goalposts for
maximum and minimum values and are
normalized according to a standard formula. HDI ranges between 0 (for the worst
possible outcome) and 1 (for the best possible outcome).
BLI = sum of weighted values for 11 dimensions (each with one to four indicators); A total number of 24 indicators are
calculated. All of them are expressed in
different units (dollars, years, etc.), which
are then normalized according to a standard formula (conversion of the original
values of the indicators into numbers varying in a range between 0 (for the worst
possible outcome) and 1 (for the best possible outcome).

(new
economics
foundation
2014a)

OECD

HDI is a summary measure of human develHuman De- opment based on average achievements in a
velopment
country in three basic dimensions: long and
Index (HDI) healthy life; knowledge; decent standard of
living.

HPI =
x (((Ladder of life + ) x Life
expectancy))/(Ecological Footprint +
) Where constants , , ,
are applied to overcome some statistical calculation of adjustment coefficients: =2.93,
= 4.38,
= 73.35,
= 0.60

Relation to
GDP

HPI is one of the first global measures of sustainable well-being. It uses global data on
experienced well-being, life expectancy, and
Happy
ecological footprint to generate an index rePlanet
Invealing which countries are most efficient at
dex (HPI)
producing long, happy lives for their inhabitants, whilst maintaining the conditions for
future generations to do the same.

Calculation

Replace GDP

Definition

Replace GDP

Indicator
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Link,
Source

77

Calculation

Welfare
indicator*

Sector level**

Type of indicator ***

QUARS is a composite indicator that attempts
to identify and connect the components of
development quality based on environmental
sustainability, promotion of rights and quality
of life

QUARS aggregates indicators from several
domains: environment, economy and labor, rights and citizenship, equal opportunities, education and culture, health and
participation of citizens in political and
social life. Each indicator has been standardized, making a mean value = 0 (positive
values represent a score above the mean
for the regions and negative ones a score
below).

Replace GDP

Italy

Yes

No (indirect)

Compound

(Sbilanciamo
ci n.d.)

The SSI is divided into three wellbeing
dimensions with 8 categories and 21 indicators linked to them. 21 indicators includSustainable SSI is a composite indicator that aims at
ed into the index are: basic needs; health;
Society In- measuring sustainability from three dimenpersonal and social development; nature
dex (SSI)
sions: environmental, economic and social.
and environment; resources; climate and
energy; transition, economy . In the index,
the indicators are equally weighted.

Most world countries

Yes

No (indirect)

Compound

(Sustainable
Society
Foundation
2014)

Diversified methodology for indicators in
the following domains: health, education
and training, work and life balance, economic well-being, social relationship, politics and institutions, safety, subjective
well-being, landscape and cultural heritage, environment, research and innovation, quality of service.

Italy

Yes

No (indirect)

Set

(BES 2013)

Indicator

Regional
Quality
of
Development Index
(QUARS)

Benessere
Equo
e
Sostensibile
(Sustainable and Equitable
Well-Being)

Italian project for measuring equitable and
sustainable well-being (BES – benessere equo
e sostenibile), born by a conjoint initiative of
Cnel and Istat, is part of the lively international debate on “going beyond GDP”.

Coverage

Definition

Replace GDP

Relation to
GDP
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Link,
Source
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Type of indicator ***
set

(Defra 2014)

Set

Link,
Source

(Eurostat
2014a)

Set

Sector level**
No (indirect)
No (indirect)
No (indirect)

EU States

Welfare
indicator*

EU states

EURLife

EurLIFE is an interactive database on quality
of life in Europe, offering data drawn from the
foundation's own surveys and from other pubDiversified methodologies for different
lished sources. The data provided deals with
indicators.
objective living conditions and subjective wellbeing of European citizens. Data is available
for all member states and Turkey.

Calculation

Yes

UK

EU SDI is an indicator set that comprises of
more than 100 indicators grouped in 10
themes: sustainable consumption and producDiversified methodologies for different
tion, social inclusion, demographic changes,
indicators.
public health, climate change and energy,
sustainable transport, natural resources, global partnership, good governance.

Definition

Yes

Coverage

Complement GDP

EU Sustainable Development Indicators (EU
SDI)

Indicator

Yes

Relation to
GDP

Diversified methodology for headline indicators: economic prosperity, healthy life
DEFRA susexpectancy, greenhouse gas emissions,
Defra sustainability indicators is an initiative
tainable
long term, unemployment, social capital,
of sustainable development indicators to meet
developnatural resource use, poverty, social mobilthe UK Government’s commitments to transment indiity in adulthood, wildlife & biodiversity,
parency and sustainable development.
cators
knowledge & skills, housing provision,
water availability. Additionally 25 complementary indicators.

Complement GDP
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(Eurofound
2014)

79

Set
Compound

Type of indicator ***

Sector level**
No (indirect)

(Eurostat
2014b)

No (indirect)

Most world countries

GAIN Index

Calculation

Welfare
indicator*

EU states

The GAIN Index summarizes a country's vulnerability to climate change and other global
challenges in combination with its readiness
to improve resilience. It aims to help businesses and the public sector better prioritize
investments for a more efficient response to
the immediate global challenges ahead.

Readiness and vulnerability are scored
from 0 to 1, with readiness being the higher the better and vulnerability the lower
the better. The Vulnerability framework
has two dimensions: (1) by three core components of vulnerability (exposure to climate-related hazards, sensitivity to their
impacts and the capacity to cope with those
impacts), and (2) by six key categories
(water, food, health, ecosystem services,
human habitat and infrastructure).

Definition

Yes

Coverage

Diversified methodologies for different
indicators in the following domains: Material living conditions, Productive or main
activity, Health, Education, Leisure and
social interactions, Economic and physical
safety, Governance and basic rights, Natural and living environment, Overall experience of life

Indicator

No

Relation to
GDP

Based on the outcomes of the work carried out
by the sponsorship group "Measuring, ProSet of Quali- gress, Well-being and Sustainable Developty of Life ment", a first set of European QoL was set up
(QoL) Indi- recently. The dataset covers 9 categories, seen
cators
as a first attempt in combining data from several sources for measuring Quality of Life in
the EU

Complement GDP
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(University
of
Notre
Dame 2014)

Link,
Source

80

Set
Set (Matrix)

Type of indicator ***

Sector level**
No (indirect)

(UNEP 2012,
2012)

Yes

GEEA uses satellite accounts to conventional
economic input-output tables and provides
comprehensive data set on interaction be- Diversified methodologies for indicators.
tween environment and economy at national
level, however not including social aspects.

Welfare
indicator*

German
Environmental Economic
Accounting
(GEEA)

No

Diversified methodologies for different
indicators in the following domains: atmosphere, biodiversity, chemicals and
waste, land, policies and programs, water.

(Destatis
2014)
(Schoer
2005)

Yes

The GEO-5 environmental scorecard is a consultative, participatory product that builds up
on the the integrated environmental assessment (IEA) methodology and aims at that
informing environmental decision-making
and to facilitating the interaction between
science and policy.

Coverage

Global Environment
Outlook
(GEO)-5
Environmental
Scorecard!

UN Countries

Calculation

Germany

Definition

Relation to
GDP

Indicator

Complement GDP
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Link,
Source

81

Welfare
indicator*

Sector level**

Type of indicator ***

No

No (indirect)

Compound

(Schwab,
Xavier, and
Brende 2013)

Yes

No (indirect)

Compound

Coverage

Indicators cover the following issue areas:
arts and culture, economy, education, employment,
environment,
governance,
health, housing, land use, population, public safety, recreation, social, transportation

Most world countries

Global
Competitiveness
Index (GCI)

There are 12 categories for this indicator or
"pillars," in the text divided into the broader groups: 1. basic requirements. 2. Efficiency enhancers and 3. innovation & sophistication. Basic requirements is comprised of and weighted accordingly: institutions 25%, infrastructure 25%, macroeconomic environment 25%, and health &
GCI assesses the competitiveness landscape of
primary education 25%. 2. efficiency en148 economies, providing insight into the
hancement: higher education & training
drivers of their productivity and prosperity.
17%, good market efficiency 17%, labor
market efficiency 17%, financial market
development 17%, technological readiness
17%, and market size 17%. 3. innovation &
sophistication: business sophistication
50% and R&D innovation 50%. The weight
for each sub-index is adjusted based on the
category an economy falls into.

The Jacksonville Community indicators cover
about 72 measurable indicators, priorities,
Jacksonville
and targets describing positive trends while
Community
recognizing early warning signs so that probindicators
lems can be addressed before they reach crisis
proportions on a local community level.

Calculation

USA, Community
in Florida

Definition

Relation to
GDP

Indicator

Replace GDP
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(Jacksonville
Community
Council, Inc.
2014)

Link,
Source

82

Type of indicator ***
Compound

(Leschke,
Watt,
and
Finn 2012)

Set

Link,
Source

(UNSTATS
2014a)

Set

Sector level**
No (indirect)
No (indirect)
Yes

Welfare
indicator*
No
Yes

Diversified methodologies for different
indicators.

MDGs are eight goals set by the UN: eradicate
extreme poverty and hunger, universal primary education, gender equality and empowerment of women, child mortality, improvement
of maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS and
malaria, ensure environmental sustainability,
global partnership for development. A variety
of indicators is used to measure progress towards the goals.
NAMEA is a system of statistical information
system used as a matrix that unifies together
national and environmental accounts (making
separation between the economic and the
environmental aspects). Represented in both
monetary and physical units (Various statistical offices).

Yes

Coverage
EU-27

Relation to
GDP

Diversified methodologies for different
indicators.

Most world countries

National
Accounting
Matrix
including Environmental
Accounts
(NAMEA)

The JQI was created to address the Lisbon
Strategy knowledge-based economy in the
world capable of sustainable economic growth
with more and better jobs and greater social
cohesion.

The index is composed of six sub-indexes:
wages, non-standard employment, the
working-time and work-life balance, working conditions and job security, skills and
career development, collective interest
representation. The overall job quality
index is an unweighted average of the six
sub-categories, which are measured on a
scale from zero to 1. Most of the data is
based on firm surveys.

EU

Millennium
Development Goals
indicators
(MDGs)

Calculation

Complement GDP

Job Quality
Index (JQI),
European
Trade
Union Institute

Definition

Complement GDP

Indicator
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(United
Nations et al.
2003)

83

Sector level**
No (indirect)

Set

No (indirect)

Compound

Type of indicator ***

Welfare
indicator*
Yes

(new
economics
foundation
2014b)

Yes

Coverage

The Legatum Prosperity Index is a multidimensional composite index that provides an
assessment of prosperity in 142 countries
around the world.

22 countries in Europe

Legatum
Prosperity
Index

Measures personal wellbeing, social wellbeing, and wellbeing at work. First, scores
for the original survey questions were
standardized to allow meaningful comparison using standardized z-scores, measured
in standard deviation units. Second, questions were aggregated to produce subcomponent and component scores by taking
the unweighted mean of the z-scores for
the lower level indicators or questions.
Third, the results were transformed to 0–
10 scales, calibrated so that 5 always represents the average score for respondents
across 22 European countries.
The Index uses 89 variables, which are
statistically related to income and wellbeing, and categorises them into eight fundamental pillars of prosperity (subindices). Each sub-index is obtained as the
sum of an income and wellbeing score. The
Prosperity Index is the equally weighted
average of the eight pillars of prosperity.

Most world countries

National Accounts of Well-being try to capture
National
how people feel and experience their lives,
Accounts of help to redefine our notions of national proWellbeing
gress, success and what we value as a society.
The raw data is from surveys.

Calculation

Relation to
GDP

Definition

Complement GDP

Indicator
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(Legatum
Institute
2013)

Link,
Source

84

Type of indicator ***
Set

Link,
Source

(Council of
Europe 2014)

Set

Netherlands

Sector level**

SESAME is a modular statistical information
system that serves to enable an integrated Diversified methodologies for different
measurement of welfare, including its social indicators.
and environmental attributes.

No (indirect)

77 Territories of co-responsibility in
EU and 142 in Africa

System
of
Economic
and Social
Accounting
matrices
and Extensions (SESAME)

Yes

Coverage

SPIRAL’s primary goal to provide basis and
methodology for the society’s progress towards improved capacity to ensure the wellbeing of all, through the development of coresponsibility, which is jointly developed with
the with citizens and other social stakeholders
at local level, tying in with the regional, national, European and global levels.

Welfare
indicator*

Relation to
GDP

Societal
Progress
indicators
and
Responsibilities for All
(SPIRAL)

Diversified methodologies for different
indicators. Bottom up and top down approaches lead to a development of a database of more than 60 criteria that were
arranged to define 9 dimensions and 67
components of well-being: access to essential resources, living environment, relations with and between organizations, personal relations, social balances, personal
balances, relationships within society, attitudes and initiatives, feelings of well-being.

Yes

Calculation

Indicator

Yes

Definition

Complement GDP
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Kazemier,
Keuning, and
van de Ven
1999

85

Type of indicator ***
Set

(UNSTATS
2014b)

Set

Sector level**
Yes
No (indirect)

Welfare
indicator*
Yes
Yes

Link,
Source

(ONS
2014)

Set

Diversified methodologies for different
indicators.
In addition, the UN Open Working Group
on Sustainable Development Goals has
been established to define a set of Sustainable Development Goals that could enable
countries to better target and monitor progress across all three dimensions of sustainable development (social, environmental and economic) in a coordinated and
holistic way.

No (indirect)

The Sustainable Development Indicators were
introduced by the UN Commission on Sustainable Development (CSD) and include set
UN
CSD
of 50 core indicators in fourteen themes: povSustainable
erty, governance, health, education, deDevelopmographics, natural hazards, atmosphere,
ment Indiland, oceans, seas and coasts, freshwater, biocators
diversity, economic development, global economic, partnership, consumption and production patterns.

Yes

The UK measures of wellbeing are indicators
UK MeasurMeasures of national well-being are
presented by the Office of National Statistics
ing of Well
grouped into ten domains with a total of 41
to provide a fuller picture of how society is
Being
headline measures.
doing by complementing existing economic,
social and environmental measures.

Coverage

SEEA is the first international statistical
standard for environmental-economic accounting, based on integrated environmentalDiversified methodologies for different
economic‘ satellite’ accounts. A wide variety of
indicators.
indicators can be drawn from the environmental and social extensions (used by UN,
various statistical offices).

UK

System
of
Economic
Environmental Accounts
(SEEA)

Most of the world countries

Calculation

Complement
GDP

Definition

Complement GDP

Indicator

Relation to
GDP
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(Sustainable
Development
Knowledge
Platform
2014)

UK

86

Welfare
indicator*

Sector level**

Type of indicator ***

Link,
Source

Yes

No (indirect)

Set, Compound

The WHI takes the average score of 40
indicators (20 for country comparison)
covering the following categories: 1. peace
& security; 2. freedom, democracy, and
World Haphuman rights; 3. standard of living; and 4.
piness
In- The WHI is a composite index that measures research, education, information and culdex
world progress.
ture. Evaluation does no weighting, but
GLOBECO
normalizes the data by scorecard. The
country with the best performance for an
indicator receives a score of 1 and the worst
a score of 60. The country with the least
points leads the ranking.

Coverage

Calculation

60 countries

Definition

Relation to
GDP

Indicator
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(Globeco
2014)

Source: own compilation
* Applicability as welfare indicator: an indicator that provides specific information on overall state or condition of human quality of life (economic welfare or social welfare).
** Applicability on a sector level: possibility of disaggregation of indicator to account performance of different economic sectors.
*** Type of indicators: single indicator, set of indicators (dashboard), compound (aggregated, composite,
index).
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